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FOREWORD ABOUT THE RECORDS
The records of Elizabeth City County, Virginia, on
which this survey is primarily based, are a story in them-
selves. How far back they originally went no one can ever
say, since all of them prior to 1689 were lost in the Civil
War. But Bishop William Meade, who wrote his Old Churches .
Ministers and Families of Virginia in 1859, quotes from
records made in 1635, and there is no reason for supposing
that they did not then go back all the way to the founding
of the county court in 1629.
If the original extent of the records is a mystery,
the question of how some of them survived the burning of
Hampton by its own citizens August 7, 1861, is an even greater
one. There are several romantic traditions to explain the
miracle, one of them being to the effect that they were placed 1
j
in a boat in the river during the fire, a legend also
attached to the records of Yorktown. But I believe that the
matter can be partly explained more prosaically.
First of all the post war records themselves indi-
cate that the courthouse had not been completely burned in
the destruction of the town. There was a courthouse in ex-
istence when the county was reorganized in 1865, though it
was in such a decrepit state that after an attempt to patch
it up, the court moved into Grebel Hall until a new courthouse
could be built.
That the records left in the courthouse had either
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been seized by the Federal authorities or turned over to them
for safekeeping is proved by the court order of July 27,
1865, directing that General Miles be asked for "the records
of the courthouse now in possession of the military authorities
at Fortress Monroe."
But either the records had been very casually
transferred to the fort, or indifferently cared for after
they got there, for it is known that at least one volume
that survived all the other hazards was carried home as a
souvenir by a Massachusetts soldier. This volume reappeared
in Hampton quite recently, being shipped thither express
collect by the veteran’s family. A statement of how and
where he came into possession of it might clear up much of
the general mystery about the records, but unfortunately his
name has been lost. What is important is that this volume,
one of the most valuable of all, covering the years 1689 to
1700, is back in the vaults, stoutly rebound, its crumbling
yellow pages protected with silk gauze, thanks to the local
chapter of the D.A.R.
This odyssey explains the occasional gaps in the
documents that are available today. There is one such gap
in the court records between the years 1700 and 1715, and
another most depressing hiatus between 1769 and 1784, just
when the conflict between the Revolutionists and Loyalists
must have made life in Hampton most worth watching.
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The surviving records are of two general types, the
court order books, and the hooks of deeds and indentures.
Sometimes the two are found in separate halves of one volume,
hut usually they are in separate volumes. The order hook
contains notes of court proceedings, civil and criminal,
grand jury presentments, the laying of the county levy, pro-
vision for the processioning of lands, and the commissioning
of court officials. The deed hooks 'include wills, inven-
tories, deeds, election polls, and various miscellany such
as the recording of letters hearing on court cases, special
reports and resolutions.
In referring to my sources in the documents, I
have adopted the general practice of all writers of early
Virginia history of referring to page numbers, hut to the
date under which the record may he found. I have also fol-
lowed the general practice in making a double notation of
Old Style dates, writing what would he January 1, 1723,
Old Style, as January 1, 1723/4,
I wish to record my heartfelt thanks to those
people of Hampton whose courtesy and friendly interest made
my preliminary research so delightful an exercise. I must
specially mention the indefatigable help given me by Major
E. Sclater Montague in gaining me access to every source that
might he of use, that of county Clerk H. H. Holt and his
subordinates! John Weymouth; Mr.'Av. T. Stauffer', and Miss
Fanny Worsham.

ITHE KEC0UGHTA1TS
There is a legend, an American version of the
slaughter of the innocents, to account for the fact that the
Indian village of Kecoughtan was so very small when it gave
the white man his first cordial welcome to Virginia* A Pow-
hatan, so runs the tale, had been warned by a medicine man
that one day men would come from beyond the sea to dispossess
him of his kingdom. To forestall this calamity, the chief
fell upon the tribe of Kecoughtans, who, living on the seagirt
tip of the Peninsula between the mouths of the James and the
York, were the only men beyond the sea he could visualize,
and all but exterminated them.
The facts of the case were probably much less pic-
turesque, but as they aren’t known, the legend will have to
do. Certainly it is surprising that the most delightful
spot in Tidewater Virginia, the bit of land where grass grows
green in the winter when inland a score of miles all is deso-
late, should in 1607 contain a village of only eighteen Mhouses"
1
of twigs and bark, and twenty fighting men. It should be
added that these people lived then substantially as their
populous successors in Kecoughtan are likely to live to the
end of time, by growing corn in their pleasant fields, and
by taking fish from the salt rivers.
It was the last day of an April so forward that
the strawberries were already turning ripe when the red folk
1. John Smith, MA True Relation 11 in Travels and Works of
Captain John Smith , Arber and Bradley, I,
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at Kecoughtan became aware with apprehension and high excite-
ment of three ships with sails standing offshore at Old Point
Comfort. To be sure only five of their braves were there at
the Point when certain white men put ashore in a shallop and
tried to establish communication; but the village was on hand
full force to welcome these odd, overdressed strangers, when
their braves, having satisfied themselves as to their peace-
able intentions, guided them around the bend of the river to
2
Kecoughtan.
There the first families of Virginia, properly
garbed in red and black paint, with their black hair on the
unshaven side of their heads knotted up and stuck with
feathers, waited to give the strangers a royal welcome. It
was the first welcome of any kind that the latter had had,
except for a rude volley of arrows from an ambush of live
oaks over on the Cape Henry side of the great bay. Probably
they didn*t know what to make of this primitive Virginian
hospitality. The cries of greeting from their hosts, who
bowed to the ground before them as was only etiquette, they
later described as a "doleful noise". And after they, sit-
ting on mats, had eaten the bread of maize, and had taken
turns at drawing on the tobacco in the huge earthen pipe,
they were more mystified than edified by the dance where-
with their hosts entertained them for the next half hour,
a dance distinguished by a rhythmic stamping of bare feet,
2. George Percy, "Plantation of the Southern Colony" in
Travels and Works of Captain John Smith. Arber and Bradley,
I, lxiii.

a fantastic brandishing of painted arms, and a wolvish but
not unraelodious howling*
But the kindly intentions were clear. Presently the
guests distributed beads by way of souvenirs among their hosts,
and sailed away up the broad James, leaving the village of
Kecoughtan subject for mirth and converse for months to come*
It was fall before Kecoughtan saw any more of the
strange white men, except as their ships passed down the
James homeward bound for the unimagine A country beyond the
Virginia Capes, but in the meantime they had been hearing
stories about their shiftless settlement upstream from
friends roundabout, and knew them now for a beggarly lot.
Instead of settling down like honest red folk to live by
fishing and the planting of corn, they had been roving about
making trouble with other tribes, or just sitting about their
rotting tents, picking quarrels with each other and dying off.
It was plain that they were neither to be feared nor res-
pected. So when one Captain John Smith came down with a
few fellow adventurers to bargain for provision, they con-
temptuously offered him stale bread and handfuls of beans,
3
and turned to more important matters.
But the Kecoughtans were essentially a friendly
people. Their children ran down to the shore to take shy,
inquisitive looks at the bearded John Smith (theirs was a
beardless race), mothers took time off from the grinding of
maize or the spinning of threads from the silk grass to
3. John Smith in "A True Relation”. Travels and Works of
Captain John Smith
. Arber and Bradley; I,'y.
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say a kind word to the strangers and learn with delight that
he had already picked up several kind words to say in return.
When these came hack with free gifts of bright heads and bits
of copper, such royal bounty made the village wonder if it
hadn’t made a mistake. So it happened next morning that when
the good captain, who had found it "cold comfort" offshore in
a rainy night, made another attempt to trade his copper and
hatchets for corn, they made him come in to one of their
smoky houses to dine on venison, oysters and maize. John
Smith went back to the idle and hungry folk at Jamestown
with all the corn he could carry, about sixteen bushels.
While the captain remained in Virginia there was
friendship between the white people at Jamestown and the red
men at Kecoughtan, and the respect of the latter for the
indomitable Smith grew enormous. In July of the following
year he was brought in from an expedition up the Chesapeake
4
with his arm swollen from a nearly fatal injury. Another of
his party had a bloody shin; the boat bristled with bows,
arrows, swords, sjid carried a rich store of furs. Thus the
canny Kecoughtans knew without being told that Captain Smith
had led his men in bloody combat against their old enemies,
the Masawomeekes. The inglorious truth was that the captain
had been poisoned by a stingaree and his companion had barked
his shin; but it seemed hardly manners to undeceive his good
friends, and he didn’t. The delighted Kecoughtans told their
friends about it, and they told theirs, so that when on July
4. W. Russell and A. Todkill, "The First Supply
Travels and Wrorks of Captain John Smith . I, Il4.
in Virginia",
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521 Smith’s barge, brave with painted streamers, came into
port, the dreary idlers at Jamestown had heard all about the
heroic encounter with the Masawomeekes.
Three days later Smith was back in town again, and
stopped off three days waiting for favorable winds to get him
around the Point into the Chesapeake again. The Kecoughtans
had no doubt that he was off to avenge himself on his enemies
and theirs, and treated him as such a hero deserved. They
feasted him and danced for him, and Smith returned the compli-
ments by firing off some rockets. This terrifying piece of
wizardry convinced Kecoughtan once and for all that nothing
5
was beyond the might of Captain John Smith,
There is just one more happy episode to record. That
winter John Smith spent Christmas week with his "Salvages’*,
Headed for the great Powhatan on an embassy, wind, rain and
frost held him seven days in the village "where wee were never
more merrie nor fedde on more plentie of good oysters, fish,
flesh, wild foule and good bread; nor never had any better
fires in England than in the drie warme smoke houses of
6
Kecoughtan.
*
He saw the new year in with his good friends (though
by his reckoning 1609 did not begin in January) and that year
was to be his last in Virginia. It was also the last that
the Kecoughtans were to enjoy their cornfields and their
fishing. On July 6, 1610, one of Sir Thomas Gates* men,
Humphrey Blunt, was killed by Indians at Nansemund while he
5, Ibid
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6. TBTcT, 121.
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was trying to recover a long boat blown over from Fort Alger-
nourne at Old Point Comfort* What follows is puzzling. John
Smith’s own maps demonstrate that then as now Fansemund was
over on the south shore of the James, all of fifteen or
twenty miles from Kecoughtan; nor is there any evidence that
the Kecoughtans and Fansemunds had been allied. Fevertheless
Governor Gates revenged himself upon the Fansemunds by
marching upon the Kecoughtans on July 9, and driving them out
forever.
His soldiers picked up a little meagre spoil, a few
baskets of wheat, pease, beans, tobacco, and some women’s
girdles so artfully woven of silk grass that one of the party,
W. Strachey, thought one of them worth presenting to a
ladyship in England.
Such was the end of old Kecoughtan and the birth of
the town of Hampton. What happened to these "first families
of Virginia", thus roughly put out of their homes where they
had given the Englishman such kindly hospitality, who took
them in, what other fields they plan^ted with corn will
never be known. But they were less than &uraan if they
didn’t have part in the massacre with which the red man was to
attempt to seize back his lands one dozen years later.
7* W. Strachey, quoted in Kecoughtan, by Jacob Heffelfinger.
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"THE FIRST PLANTATION"
The settlement of Hampton and the county of Elizabeth
City gradually evolved on the site of the old Indian village
in the next few decades. The name of the county is odd in
that it contains no such place as "Elizabeth City", and
strictly speaking never has. The explanation of this anomaly
lies in the vague nature of the Colony’s organization until
its division into shires or counties in 1634. The name
"Elizabeth City" was accepted by the burgesses in 1620 in
1
place of the old pagan name of Kecoughtan. Like Kecoughtan,
hov/ever, this name was applied not so much to the settlement
growing up on the banks of the Hampton River, an inlet at the
mouth of the James, as to the whole territory roundabout.
Bruce says that this territory was to have had a capital
2
called Elizabeth City.
In the meantime, however, the only real settlement
was being variously known as Kecoughtan, Southampton, or
Hampton; the latter names had been adopted in honor of the
Earl of Southampton, to whom Shakespeare had dedicated "Venus
and Adonis", and who was then active in the London Company.
Thus when town and county began to achieve definite politi-
cal form, it was the county that was "Elizabeth City", and
the town that was Hampton. The citified name of the county
is not wholly inappropriate in that the county was to Vir-
ginia what the town was to New England; and especially
was this true of Elizabeth City County which until well after
,
II, 292.
133.
1* J. Heffelfinger, Kecoughtan. 9.
2. P. I. Bruce, Institutional History of Virginia
3. John Fiske, Old Virginia and Her HeTgKbors
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8
the Civil War was to have no town except Hampton. For the
entire Colonial period Hampton and its county had no separate
political identity; the town was merely the natural center
of the county.
j
After the destruction of the Indian village in 1610,
Hampton for two or three years seems to have been little more
than a military outpost and a plantation where corn was grown
for the improvident people at JamestOY/n. Fotfrt Algernourne,
mentioned in the preceding chapter, had been built at Point
Comfort in 1609. After the ousting of the Indians, Lord
Delaware had two more barricades, Fort Henry and Fort Charles,
built on the Hampton River, intending them not only for strong-
holds against the Indians, but as a species of inn for new-
comers from England, "that the weariness of the sea may be
5
refreshed in this pleasing part of the Countree."
Events of the next few years are vague but pictur-
esque. An;}. Englishman was kidnapped by Indians from Fort
Henry in 1611. When three years later he found his way back
i
to Jamestown and begged John Rolphe to secure his liberty
from King Powhatan, he had "both in complexion and habit" be-
come "so like to a Salvage" that Rolphe knew him for an
c>
Englishman only by his speech.
A queerer and on the whole perhaps a more dis-
turbing event, since the possibility of a Spanish invasion
was the favorite nightmare of the early Virginians, happened
'
— 1
f-4. "History of Virginia", edited by John Smith, in Travels and
Works of John Smith
. Arber and Bradley, II, 506.
5. Ibid . 503.
6. Ibid
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9the same year when a mysterious Spanish caravel appeared at
Old Point Comfort, and having obtained an English pilot, sailed
away leaving three of its crew stranded. One of the latter
was the spy Diego de Molina, who later reported to the Spanish
ambassador at London that Fort Algernourne maintained a
garrison of twenty-five and had four iron pieces, that the
7
others were without artillery and had fifteen soldiers apiece.
Gradually in these days the county was being "planted"
When John Rolphe sailed for England with his young wife Poca-
hontas in 1616, he reported that Kecoughtan contained twenty
8
men and boys, without counting the women; in fact the settle-
ment had attained to almost exactly the same size as that of
the Indians that it had supplanted. It had a church, where
Mr. William Mease officiated as minister, and to this church
in 1619 were sent three pieces of silver communion plate, still
the prized possessions of St. John*s Church. In 1619 the
community was important enough to send two burgesses, Captain
William Tucker and William Capp to the legislative assembly at
9
Jamestown
,
and self conscious enough to instruct them to get
rid of the name of the ousted Kecoughtans and substitute
something more English and Christian.
It might have been poetic justice had the straggling
settlement been visited by the frightful massacre of 1622
whereby the Indians took the heart out of the colonists by
reducing their population by one quarter; but Hampton was
7. Robert Arthur, Fort Monroe
. 21.
8. J. Heffelfinger, Kecoughtan, 9.
9. Ibid.
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not touched. On the contrary, thanks to the massacre, ”the
first plantation”, as Nathaniel Butler called it in his defense
10
of Virginia in 1623, had a rapid jump in population, as
i
settlers came in from isolated plantations to the protection
of the villages. It had a population of 349 hy 1624, and of
360 a year later, though both figures include not only Eliza-
beth City County proper, but also a settlement across Hampton
11
Hoads at Sewell* s Point, close to what is now Norfolk,
It is of interest to note who was who in the em-
bryonic county of that time. Its most substantial citizen in
the early part of its second decade was Master Daniel Gookin,
who arrived in 1621 with fifty men of his own and ample pro-
12
j
vision and cattle to start a plantation at Newport News,
Here he was established so comfortably at the time of the
massacre of 1622 that he declined to obey orders to come into
one of the strongholds on the grounds “that he thought himself
sufficient against what could happen”, and held his own without
13
mishap. His son was to be later driven out of the Colony
to Boston, not by the Indians, but by his fellow Virginians,
II
who disliked him as a Puritan. Thus the name of Gookin was
14
early lost to Hampton.
Another type of newcomer in 1622 was the eighteen
year old William Worlidge or Worlich. The interesting thing
10. John Fiske, Old Virginia and Her Neighbors . I, 209.
11. J. Heffelfinger, Kecoughtan . 12.
12. “History of Virginia”, edited by John Smith, in Works
and Travels of John Smith
. Arber and Bradley, II, 565.
__
13. Ibid
, 584.
14. J. Esten Cooke, Virginia
. 172.
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about him is that although he came as an indentured servant,
he was to render such a good account of himself that by 1648
he was chosen to represent the county in the House of Bur-
gesses. He was likewise to become an honored ancestor of
14
some of the most respected county families.
Of sentimental interest is the fact that the John
Laydons and their three daughters were in Hampton 1624, 1625,
probably driven in by the massacre. They were humble folk,
the Laydons; John had been a laborer with the first supply
in 1607; his wife had been the fourteen year old servant
girl Anne Buras, when she came over with Mrs. Thomas Forest
on the second supply; but their marriage had been the first
wedding of English people in Jamestown, or for that matter in
the new world. And their fifteen year old daughter Virginia*
was, aside from her hapless namesake of the Roanoke Colony, the
15
first English child born in America.
By far the most famous resident of Kecoughtan in that
decade was William Claiborne, later Surveyor General and Secre-
tary of the Colony, who was to precipitate Virginia 1 s cele-
brated feud with the Calverts of Maryland over the possession
of his settlement on Kent Island in the Chesapeake. Kecoughtan
saw quite a bit of Claiborne in the intervals of his exploring
i!
and trading expeditions, especially as the village at the
mouth of the James was his supply base for Kent Island. When
he left for England in 1629, he left with Thomas Purify of
14. John Fiske, Old Virginia and Her Neighbors
, II, 186;
Mrs. Virginia Armistead Garber, The Armistead Family . 137.
15. J. Heffelfinger> Kecoughtan
. 12.
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Kecoughtan twelve head of cattle that he later shipped with
their increase to his island. His servants there included
William Jeanes of Kecoughtan, and several old time Kecoughtan
residents were to testify in his behalf when he made his last
16
indomitable attempt to recover his lost domain in 1677.
With the year 1629 the formal history of the county
may be said to begin, for it was then (March 20, 1628/9) that
the Governor and Council appointed the first court commission-
ers for the county, thus beginning the system that was to
17
last until after the Civil War. Of the eight commissioners
thus appointed, it was required that either Captain Thomas
Purify, or Captain Edward Waters be present at every quorum
of three; and the former was also appointed ’’commander of
and for the plantations within the precincts of Elizabeth
City lying and being on Southampton River and extending
towards Fox-Hill, and the places thereabouts." His special
task was to see that all orders of governor and council were
obeyed locally.
The governor who created the county commissioners
was the same Dr. John Pott who later fell into such dis-
repute that after Governor Harvey’s arrival he was jailed
for cattle thieving until pardoned by the king. It is an
irresistible temptation to record that one of the unfortunate
governor’s pecadillos had been stealing away to Kecoughtan
18
now and then with a Captain Whiteacres. The point is
16. Maryland Archives
. V, 236.
17. Hening, Statutes at Large . I, 132.
18. John Fiske, Old Virginia and Her Neighbors. I, 252
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not in Governor Pott’s taste for low company and hard liquor
but that in 1630 Kecoughtan already offered sufficient enter
tainment to attract an easy going governor from the path
of executive duty*
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THE COUNTY, 1630-1680
It is a curious fact that it is possible to form
a clearer picture of the prehistoric residents of Elizabeth
City County than of their white successors in the half century
following 1630. This is partly because the Kecoughtans,
being a strange people, were observed more acutely and re-
ported with more illuminating detail than the new settlers,
who were so much like other people in the British empire that
their visitors took their manners and customs for granted.
It is also because the destruction during the Civil War of
all the local records and of the Virginia archives for this
period has extinguished all but a meagre handful of dry
bones of fact into which it would take a poet rather than
a historian to breathe the breath of life.
That the community^ development was continuous
during this period there is no doubt whatsoever. In 1634
Elizabeth City became one of the eight original shires or
counties into which the Colony was then divided, its ad-
ministration being put into the hands of the court created
in 1629, and of the sheriff. Their duties will be discussed
presently. The court commissioners ordinarily met six times
1
a year on the 18th of the month. In 1661/2 they incurred
an implied rebuke from the House of Burgesses in * James
City", who ordered them to rehear the case of Anne Price,
accused of an undesignated offense. It was stipulated
1. Hening, Statutes at La rgP, I, 462; II, 70.
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15
that two of the commissioners. Major Hone and Lieutenant
Colonel Worlich (the bonded servant who had risen to county
notable) were to have no part in this new trial, their places
2
being taken by two justices from the adjacent counties* This
cryptic notation, dimly suggestive of neighborhood feuds, is
the one piece of concrete human detail that the court can
furnish during what was probably the most interesting half
century of its development*
The most striking event of the seventeenth century
from the local standpoint, and the source of the county’s
chief pride, was the fact that here in 1635 was established
America’s first free school. Or at least if it was not
established at that exact date, it was then made possible by
3
the will of Benjamin Symraes or Syms, February 12, 1634/5.
All too little is known of this pioneer philanthropist. About
all that can be said is that he was born in 1590, was living
in the Isle of Wight district across the James from Hampton
4
in 1623, and made his celebrated bequest twelve years later.
This consisted of the income from 200 acres on the Poquoson
River "with the milk and increase of eight milch cows for
the maintenance of a l earned honest man" who was to keep a
free school for the children of Elizabeth City and Kecoughtan
5
from Mary’s Mont to the Poquoson River. The bequest was
confirmed and commended by an act of the General Assembly in
2. Hening, Statutes at Large . II, 157.
3* Armstrong, The Svms-Eaton School. 2.
4. Ibid *
hruce. Insti tutional History of Virginia
. I, 352.
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1643, and in 1647, according to Bruce, the schoolhouse had been
built, the herd increased to forty, and the project was
6
flourishing.
Eloquent testimony to the success of the Syms school
in the next few decades is found in the fact that twenty-four
years later a similar and larger bequest was made the county
by Thomas Baton, "curugeon"
,
onetime of London, It is prob-
ably significant that it was in 1634, one year before Syms
made his will, that Dr, Eaton came to the county to take up a
patent on Back River; in the years that followed he probably
took an active interest in the work of the "learned and honest
man” who was instructing such of the children of the county
as could get to his rather out-of-the-way school on the
Poquoson River. Anyway in 1659 Thomas Eaton made his will,
providing for trie upkeep of a school 500 acres of land near
the head of .sack River, two slaves, livestock to the extent of
twelve cows, two burrs, twenty hogs, and sundry farming and
household utensils ranging from cheese presses to milk pails.
This estate was to be administered by the commissioners, min-
isters and church wardens of the county. Unlike Syms he tied
a string to his gift by stipulating that his school was ex-
7
clusively for the poor of the county. Thus the institution
created out of this bequest was known henceforth as the
"Eaton Charity School", whereas the other usually went by
the more democratic name of "Syms Free School,"
|
'
.
1 "
~
-
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6, P. I. Bruce, Institutional History of Virginia. I, 352.
7, Armstrong, The Syms Eaton School . 8, 9. The original of
this will is in the Court House.
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What little is known of the operation of these
schools from 1690 on will be discussed later. It is enough
to say here that the schools had a continuous existence,
were merged into the more centrally located Hampton Academy
in the nineteenth century, and the subtle influence of their
founders* example was certainly responsible for the fact
that Elizabeth City was to be one of the first counties in
Virginia to establish a free public school system in the
progressive era just before the Civil War. And it was with
the help of the funds of the Hampton Academy, happily pre-
served through the war, that the county was able to resume
8
public instruction in 1872. No notables that have ever
lived in the county, George Wythe to President John Tyler,
are more eminently worthy of a monument than the shadowy
figures of Benjamin Syms and Thomas Eaton.
Another fact about the county that stands out from
the scattered allusions in Hening*s Statutes is that it was
Old Point Comfort rather than Hampton that was the official
port of the county before 1691. There at the fort lived the
commander, whose duty it was to board all incoming ships, take
l!
i
i
I
a passenger list, and extract an oath of allegiance from
everyone aboard before permitting the captain to proceed to
Jamestown. The fort itself was maintained by a levy on
th4se ships made in 1632/3: "one barrel of gunpowder contain-
ing 100 lbs., and ten shot for ordinance for every tunn of
8. Court Records
. April 26, 1872.
9. Hening, Statutes at Large . I, 166.
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10
burden* " These "castle duties" were revised in 1662 and
11
increased by a head tax of sixpence on each passenger. A
year earlier arrangements had been made for placing beacon
about the shoals at the entrance of the James, and providing
12
pilots for incoming ships to be picked up at Point Comfort.
The Point lost in prestige in 1667, however, when
the burgesses in voting to build five forts on the great
rivers of Virginia, from the James to the Rappahannock, re-
jected Old Point Comfort as a site. "To build a ffort at
Point Comfort would produce little to the ends proposed be-
cause seated in a place where is almost an equall difficulty
of procuring materials to erect it and of men to guard and
defend it when built; and besides a ship or ships coming in
with a ffaire wind and tide, opportunity being seldome
omitted by any that goe on such designs, with the hazard of
one or two shott have as much liberty to prey upon the ships
13
or country as if there were noe fort there." The fort for
the lower James was build at Nansemund (now Nansemond), Eli-
zabeth City County being made partly responsible for its
support.
In the expeditions against the Indians which the
Colony sent out now and then throughout the century, Eliza-
beth City was called upon to furnish her quota. She was
ordered to raise eight of the company of sixty rounded up
10. Hening, Statutes at Large . I, 192.
11. Ibid . II, 134.
12. Ibid
.
II, 35.
13. Ibid , II, 355-8.
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19
in 1646 for an expedition up the Rappahannock, and to provide
them with "fixed guns, shott hags and swords*" "Kichotan"
14
was made the rendezvous for this expedition on April 20.
In 1676 the county was required to furnish nineteen
15
men for the Indian wars that resulted in Bacon* s Rebellion^
and in June, 1676 was ordered by Bacon* s government to
furnish twenty- six. The county*s small proportion in an
army of 1,000 indicates that it was still sparsely populated.
All the neighboring counties had larger quotas; Warwick
16
County thirty-four; York eighty; Lower Norfolk, fifty-four.
That Hampton played any part whatsoever in Bacon*
s
Rebellion is improbable. Not one resident is mentioned in
the accounting of hangings and pardonings made after the
restoration of Governor Berkeley’s government. Lyon G. Tyler,
however, interprets a slander suit brought by Captain Henry
Jenkins, Elizabeth City County justice in 1695 against Robert
Taylor as indicating that Jenkins had been one of Bacon’s fol-
17
lowers who had been included in the general pardon.
The widow of Nathaniel Bacon was also to live in
Hampton for a time. She had become the wife of the sea cap-
tain Thomas Jervise or Jarvis, who in 1680 purchased land on
18
the banks of the Hampton River from old William Claiborne.
It was on some fifty acres of this land that the town of Hamp-
ton was ordered built by act of Assembly in 1680.
14. Hening, Statutes at Large . I, 318, 319.
15. Ibid . II, 328.
16. Ibid , II, 344.
17. L. G. Tyler, **01d Kecoughtan" in William and Mary Quarter-
ly, IX, 2, 130. (October, 1900.)
18. Tyler, History of Hampton . 28.

IV
THE CURTAIN RISES 20
In 1689 the curtain rises* No longer dependent upon
scraps of information in Hening*s Statutes^nd references in
contemporary narratives, we have the thing tfcself, some 370
pages of county court records roughly covering the years he-
tween 1689 and 1700. This is the volume that was carried off
hy a darayankee in the War between the States, returned by
his family and tenderly restored and preserved by the minis-
trations of the D.A.R. It has suffered from mishandling; pages
are missing and those that are preserved are not always in
i
order or wholly legible. Nevertheless they are rich with the
life of the old lost Hampton. By patient study and piecing
together of fragments, we get a vivid glimpse of town and
county at the close of the seventeenth century.
Hampton had already been recognized as a town by
1
act of Assembly in 1680 t and was created a port in April,
2
1691. There were subsequent attempts on the part of the
burgesses to call towns into being from the tobacco fields of
3
Virginia by legislative enactment. Some of these acts, with
their talk of "benchers of the guild hall" irresistibly
connote an atmosphere of medieval Nurenburg with its
cobbled streets and teeming craftsmen, but this effect ex-
isted exclusively on paper. The burgesses assembled at
Jamestown valiantly proclaimed at intervals, "Let there be
towns", but no towns were. Virginia remained a land of
1. Hening, Statutes at Large
,
II, 472.
2. Ibid , III, 59.
3. Ibid, III, 405.
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broad scattered plantations except for an occasional promising
village such as Jamestown itself, Norfolk and Hampton.
Hampton had had a tobacco warehouse for the inspect-
4
ing of the yearly produce of the county since 1633. It had
at the time that the records open a curiously convivial sort
of courthouse; Worlich Westwood was keeping an ordinary
5
there. It was a port where the governor had a collector of
customs on duty. Yet even so, except when ships from England
or the Barbados had just come to anchor in the river and let
their sailors off for shore leave, or except for those occasions
when the whole county came in on horseback to go to market
and take in such entertainment as was offered by the con-
current sessions of the court, it was a quiet town, still
close to the backwoods. The fertile tobacco fields of the
county were set about with wilderness; wolves* heads, some-
times as many as eight at a time were being brought in for
7
bounty at the levies as late as 1699. Roads were few, and
so nearly impassable that his excellency the governor was
writing from Jamestown to lodge complaints against the con-
8
dition of the county highways. And the Indian past was
still close. Not only was the name of the Kecoughtans
who had once befriended John Smith still applied unofficial-
ly to the county ^ spelled Aiquotan just then; but Indian
servants and slaves were numbered among the enslaved Negroes
21
4. Hening, Statutes at Large . I, 211.
5. Court Records. 1694. (The month is indecipherable.
)
6. Hening, Statutes at Large . Ill, 59*
7. Court Records . November 14, 1699.
8* Ibid
,
September 18, 1699.
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and. bonded white servants.
Still a frontier town, it is not surprising that the
records suggest that there was something a bit rakish about
the Hampton of the day. It isn*t merely that the justices
had been enjoying the convenience of having an ordinary right
there at the courthouse, but that there were for a time alto-
gether too many ordinaries for a town so small. At least the
governor was telling the justices so in 1699. In the same
8
letter in which he had complained of the highways, he commanded
the justices to enforce the law permitting only two ordinaries
i
to a town. So the justices revoked the licenses of everyone
but William Hudson and William Smelt, and ordered several
women to shut up their ”$ippling houses.” How long this reform
lasted it is impossible to say, but it is certain that this was
i
the only period of record in pre-Revolutionary Hampton when
the town didn*t have at least a half a dozen ordinaries#
There is some question as to whether this town of
too many ” tippling houses” had even one church after the
late 90 f s. In 1698 Walter Bayley was paid 400 pounds of
tobacco at the county levy for pulling down the "old church
9
and setting up benches in ye courthouse.” The entry is
ambiguous, suggesting as it does a probably misleading con-
nection between the pulling down of the church and the
setting up of the benches; but possibly, as was true in
later days, church services were held temporarily in the
=
—
——
-f-
9. Court Records . November 10, 1698.

courthouse, which was as natural a community center as a^Hew
England town hall* Heffelfinger suggests the possibility, in
which he does not believe, that the parish was v/ithout a
10
church for some years. But one thing is certain of this
early period, that whether there was a church in Hampton or
not, the spirit of Puritanism was not then so rampant that
people were being haled into court for not att-ending it. The
earliest local record of court action on that particular
offense is August 17, 1715,
But the chief cause of the town*s rakishness was
not the fact that it may have been unchurched awhile, or that
it had too many ordinaries, but the fact that intermittently
it was thronged with seadogs. That, indeed, was the Undoubted
reasons for the excessive number of ordinaries. Sailors get
thirsty. Ships came up the river and into port from the
most diverse places, all parts of the West Indies, old England
Hew England, Hew York. Ships got wrecked on the shoals near
Old Point Comfort; there were even pirates about. The jus-
tices were constantly being called to arbitrate in nautical
matters, supervise the salvaging of wrecks, hear cases in-
volving anchors and skiffs stolen from ships lying offshore,
bonded servants lured from Hampton masters by skippers out-
bound for the Indies, testimony about high winds in Jam-
aica and founderings off Ireland.
One can imagine that the Irish incident furnished
10. Jacob Heffelfinger, Ke coughtan . 17.
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subject for much argument over tankards of all in the ordin-
aries. It»s a pity that there* s no way of listening in on
it to get the whole truth, or at least the complete legend
of the extraordinary affair. The story that one S. Davis,
11
indignantly brought to the ears of the justices in 1691,
ran thus. The ketch Experience , property of Captain Lowry
Jenkins of the county, had in the course of a voyage from
Virginia to England become separated from the fleet with which
she had left the James, and had become caught in a gale off
the Irish coast. Hard pressed by wind and weather there was
nothing to do but make for a nearby port, but this the skip-
per, one John Goddard, declined to do because said port was
Irish. M I*d lose everything before I*d land in Ireland,"
said Skipper Goddard, as reported by Deponent Da.vis. And lose
everything he did; for even after the ship grounded in County
Cork he declined to give a hand at salvaging the goods which
but for him might have been largely saved.
»
The county was treated to a shipwreck of its own
12
in December, 1696, when the William and Marvof New York,
John Corbett, commander, ran into middle ground on the Horse
Shoe off Old Point Comfort. The shoal is still known by that
name
. and i<=5 cti n „11 a spot where the night boats to Baltimore
and Washington pick their way warily. No lives were lost
on this occasion, and much of the cargo was salvaged; the
11* Court Records
. September 5, 1691.
12. Ibid
, December 31, 1696.
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justices appointed, a committee of four, Captain Willis Wilson,
Mr* Thomas Melton, Charles Jennings, Henry Royal, to view all
the goods brought ashore*
At the close of the century occurred a nautical inci-
dent trifling in itself but interesting in that it suggests
that spirit of independence which was at a very distant date
to break out into a revolution. In 1698 Peter Heyman, his
majesty’s collector and naval officer in the Lower James
brought James Berryman, master of the London frigate Seventh
13
Son into court on the charge of having forged papers. The
jury disagreed with his majesty’s collector and pronounced
the defendant not guilty. There is nothing very revolution-
ary about that, and the matter have no special significance,
but it is interesting in view of the fact that local officials
in other colonies at that time were making it a point to dis-
agree with custom’s collectors who were trying to enforce the
Navigation Acts*
This collector was the Peter Heyman who was killed
April 28, 1700 when Governor Nicholson led an attack
Hampton on the pirate Guiland in Lynnhaven Bay. Three of
14
the pirates, according to Heffelfinger were hanged in
Hampton. The unfortunate Heyman was buried in the Pembroke
Churchyard in Hampton, where his grave may be seen to this
day.
Court Records . May 18, 1698.
14. Jacob Heffelfinger, Kecoughtan
. 20.
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Hampton at the moment was uneasy about fax rates and
invaders from the sea* In 1701 two watchmen were appointed
M to keep a constant looke out to seaward by night and by
day, and if they or any of them shall happen to see any ship
upon the sea they shall diligently observe the courses and
motions of the said shipp or vessell, and if— * they--"have
any suspicions of their being enemyes they shall immediately
give notice thereof to the next command officer of the
15
militia* M
Meanwhile port and county had been growing slowly
but steadily. In 1693 the tithables numbered 3 65; in 1696
they were 389; and in 1698, 410. Included among the tithables
were all Negro men and women, and all v^hite men between the
16
ages of sixteen and sixty; thus the statistics on tithables
do not constitute a complete census. But it is a fair guess
that the 410 tithables of 1698 representated a total popu-
lation of at least 800. In any case newcomers, the F.R.V.’s
of the future, were entering the county every year, buying
up the half acre lots that had been set aside in "Hampton
Towne", and getting themselves awarded generous land grants
elsewhere in the county for importing their kinsmen and
bondsmen into the Colony. Henry Royall, for instance, was
granted 650 acres in 1695 for bringing in thirteen persons,
17
no less than four of whom where named Henry Royall. Three
years later Hampton acquired her very first naturalized
L
15. Hening, Statutes at Large . 111,208.
16. Ibid , I, 291^
17. Court Records. March 18, 1694/5.
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Mcitizen. He was Bertram Servant, born in the kingdom of
France, but for thirty-eight years a resident of Elizabeth
1
1
City County, The naturalization was done most impressively
by a proclamation from Governor Edmund Andros awarding him
the same rights as "any of his majesty* s naturall born sub-
18
jects have and injoy.
"
And these people, the newly naturalized old timer.
the newly arrived ’’first families" from overseas, were laying
the foundations of a thriving, tenacious community, whose
dramatic story was to be that of Virginia in miniature.
i
I
18. Court Records
. %rch 9, 1697/8.
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COUNTY GOVERNMENT
I
The government of pre-Revolutionary Elizabeth City
County was not democratic, hut it was a neighborly affair.
Offhand it might not seem even that, since it was the royal
governor, direct representative of the king in Virginia, who
appointed all the important county officials* In practice,
however, the governor very seldom imposed an official on the
county from outside in the period that the records cover. He
merely confirmed the recommendations of the eight county jus-
tices as to who should fill vacancies in their own number,
and chose a sheriff from the three names the justices yearly
submitted to him. He sent along the commissions in June,
the justices swore each other into office, and went along
I
with the administration of county affairs.
But since it was left to the justices to nominate
their successors and name each other in rotation for sheriff,
county government was in effect a closed corporation. Common
folk had no voice in it. Influential newcomers became jus-
tices from time to time, but in general the management of
Elizabeth City County affairs remained in the same families
for generation after generation, and these governing families
were inevitably the well-to-do and well born. They were
people like the Carys and Celey^s, said to the descended
from nobifc lineage, the Wythes, the Armistead^ Jennings,
Lowrys, Mallorys, Curies, Tabbs, many of them names that
interpretations of the duties of county officials
in this chapter have been carefully checked with P. Bruce*
s
Institutional History of Virginia.
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are prominent in Hampton to this day*
The manifold duties performed by the county court in
Colonial times are now distributed among a dozen departments
in Elizabeth City County and the City of Hampton* Literally
all local government was in their hands. The first and most
involved of their duties was the hearing of civil and crim-
f
I
inal court cases* It is remarkable how well they managed in
\l
view of the fact that up until 1746, when a young attorney
namee George Wythe became a justice, none of them had formal
legal training* But they were all actively reading law.
I
The Body of Virginia Law and Mercer* s Abridged were passed
from hand to hand; and what they lacked in knowledge of clas-
sic precedent they made up for by the application of plain
horse sense and their intimate neighborly knowledge of com-
munity affairs. What sort of cases they heard and what they
did about them will be discussed in a later chapter*
A responsibility of no less importance was that of
appointing all subordinate officials, constables, town
patrols, surveyors, inspectors, and in keeping a general
eye on them to see that they did their work competently.
Allied with this duty was that of laying the county levy.
This they accomplished simply by adding all the claims
against the county plus the sheriff* s ten per cent for col-
2
lection, and dividing by the number of tithables. In
general they paid as they went for any public project under
2. See page 26.
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construction, so that the tithes sometimes varied widely.
3
In 1696 the tithe was 129 pounds of tobacco and in 1721
4
only ten pounds. In 1743 the general levy was six pounds
plus a special tax of nine pounds or nine pence for building
the new prison. It was customarily November when they
first set to work to consider the levy, but it was not in-
frequently March before they had received all claims and
were ready to declare the tithe.
All public works came under their jurisdiction,
the building of highways and bridges, maintenance of public
wharfs, courthouse, tobacco warehouse, prison. And multi-
tudinous were their miscellaneous duties, the supervision of
county weights and measures, the letting of the ferries,
:
the licensing of ordinaries and fixing of their rates.
The justices 1 right hand man and the most important
single official in the county, except perhaps the presiding
i
justice, was the high sheriff, himself a former justice, and
a gentleman in spite of some of the unpleasant duties he
had to perform. His function was to carry out the orders of
i
the court, from the collection of taxes to the execution of
hangings, floggings, duckings. Unlike the justices his ser-
vices were rewarded; he had a commission of all levies collected
and sundry other fees. In spite of this and in spite of the
great dignity of the office, it was more work than fun to
— i=
3. Court Records
. November 28, 1696.
4. January 31, 1730/21.
5. Ibid
, November 24, 1743,
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be sheriff, and there is no evidence that the governor's year-
ly appointments were awaited with much enthusiasm.
The other important official was the clerk or sec-
retary of the court, whose duties of keeping all the county
records, court cases, indentures, deeds, wills, were exacting
but not unpleasant. In this connection it is impossible not
to mention the most zealous clerk the county ever had, Thomas
Everard, Hot a local man, he was sent in from Williamsburg
by John Carter, Esq,, secretary of the Colony, and took up
his duties June 16, 1742 with a magnificent flourish, Uever
!
before and never afterwards have the old workaday court order
books known such exquisite lettering and such fantastic ara-
besques, That at least was the way he worked at first. But
*
as the novelty of his commission wore off, his writing be-
came progressively more compressed, more matter-of-fact; the
flourishes disappeared, and so presently did Thomas Everard,
He went on to higher things, being clerk of the commission for
6
the courts of justice at Williamsburg in 1773, His place
in Hampton was taken by the local man, William Wager,
To be one of these officials in old Hampton was to
be a figure of dignity, nor was that dignity to be lightly
trifled with. The disrespectful were placed in the stocks
for making impolite comments in court, and back in 1695
one Robert Taylor was virtually ruined by a 20L fine and a
sentence of three months imprisonment imposed on him for
Journal, House of Burgesses
, Volume 1773-76, 32,
i
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expressing too publicly his pleasure at a misfortune that had
befallen Captain Henry Jenkins, presiding justice and officer
in the militia. Apropos of the loss of some slaves sustained
by the captain, Mr. Taylor had observed that pride goes be-
fore a fall, and that if the captain had paid his debts he
wouldn*t have any Negroes anyway. In his suit of slander
Captain Jenkins pointed out the affront Taylor had offered
him in his capacity of officer and justice by implying that he
*
was not to be trusted in those positions. A jury headed by
7
Pasho Curie, another justice, found for Captain Jenkins,
But the county officials were not too dignified
to engage in an occasional neighborhood row. In 1721, for
instance, there was a tempest that divided the court and
caused the royal governor to intervene. It involved unre-
corded but obviously uncomplimentary remarks that the clerk,
Charles Jennings, had made about Henry Irwin and Governor
Spotswood. The latter indignantly retaliated by appointing
Irwin clerk M in the roomM of Jennings. Thereupon the records
afford more than usual entertainment, for not only did
Jennings show much spirit in making it difficult for Irwin
to take possession of the records, but when justices en
route to Hampton stopped to ask one of their number, John
Lowry, to join them in swearing in the new clerk, Mhe rudely
8
answered no."
It is also well to mention in connection with the
7. Court Records, December 18, 1695. Also see page 18
8. Ibid
, January 7, 20, February 3, 1720/21.
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justices that there existed within the county one body with
the right to criticize them publicly, the grand jury. In
1729 these freeholders had the temerity to present the jus-
tices in their own court for "not keeping scales and weights
9
and measures according to law.” Fortunately for the dignity
of the justices, they had just put through an order for
proper scales to be sent from England; thus they were able to
k
|
dismiss their indictment promptly and without recorded comment.
There was one important factor in county govern-
ment which existed outside tne court, and yet was closexy
allied with it, ana subject to its orders. That was the
parish vestry, another self perpetuating and virtually closed
1
corporation in spite of occasional parish elections. The
vestry itself had the important duty of "processioning” the
|
lands every four years. To this effect they were required to
divide their parish (in Elizabeth City the parish was the en-
tire county) into as many precincts as was convenient, and
appoint in each at least "two intelligent, honest freeholders”
to view the boundary of the lands therein and report back to
10
the vestry. The boundaries, as the old deeds amply testi-
fy, were identified by marked persimmon or sweet gum trees,
or bends of the county* s multitudinous inlets, since in the
whole parish there was not the wherewith for the construction
of so much as one stone wall.
Two representatives of the vestry, the church ward-
9 * Court Records
. May 22, 1729.
10. Hening, Statutes at Large . II, 102.
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ens, had charge of the social and moral welfare of the communi-
ty. It was they who kept the grand juries informed of the
misdeeds of the local sifl^rs, keepers of disorderly houses,
mothers of illegitimate children, and those depraved souls
who failed to appear at divine service on the Sabbath. And it
was to them that the justices referred the binding out of
orphans.
At the close of the Revolution the duties of vestry
and church wardens were taken over by those strictly secular
officers, the Overseers of the Poor.
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I
PRESENTED AT COURT
The disillusioning and exasperating aspect of his-
tory is that it seldom deals with the plain honest folk whose
quiet industry holds the world together, hut with public of-
ficials and their humdrum routine, and with rogues. Surely
a county history ought to deal at length with the plain folk,
hut it is hardly easier in Hampton than in ancient Rome to
reach through the records to the lives of the people one
really wants to know, the pleasant ones who minded their own
business. Few hut rascals ever got their private lives into
the public records, and thus a discussion of the morals of
old Hampton has to be largely negative, an account of those
people who hadn’t any, the ones who in a most unroyal sense
got themselves presented at court.
Yet not all the county people who faced the court
were criminals. There was for instance poor Jane Scott,
whose story in 1692 moved the justices to wrath in her behalf.
Some years earlier, so that story ran, she had been forced to
flee with her child from her husband’s ’’hard and ill usage, M
A year ago Mr, Scott had gone to England, and his attorney had
denied her plea for an allowance of 1,000 pounds of tobacco;
so there she was destitute at the edge of the Virginian
wilderness, her own kin thousands of miles away. It is pleasan
to read the court’s summary order that the sheriff seize
1,500 pounds of tobacco from her husband's estate for the
t
Court Records
. September 18, 1692
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support of the hapless mother and child*
Even more interesting was the case that puzzled the
justices in 1694, when they were forced to decide what to do
with four wild children. These youngsters, two girls of ten
and twelve respectively, a hoy of eight and another in his
i
edrly teens, had been running away from their negligent
mother and stepfather (the clerk put him down as their "father-
in law") to live in the woods for as much as a fortnight at
a time, maintaining themselves with the help of boatsail,
turkeys, and "hoggs", stolen from the neighbors* Inasmuch
as wolves still ranged the county at that time, they must
have been an intrepid lot, worthy successors of the old
Kecoughtans*
The court, however, did not approve of their exploits*
It pronounced them as headed straight for the gallows, and
tried to forestall that catastrophe by capturing them and
binding them out to the honest folk of the community* Even
then the eldest, John Rivers, retained his independence* A
i
month later he reappeared in court of his own initiative to
announce that he would not serve his master, Thomas Curie,
gent*, at sea, that he wanted to learn a trade. Accordingly
the justices, who seem to have been sincerely intent on
giving this queer crew the best that lay in their power,
patiently reconsidered his case and apprenticed him instead
to William Hudson and Susannah his wife, "to learn the art
2
of a sho omaker *
"
2. Court Records
, July 18, and August, 1694.
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The records of the first few decades of the eigh-
teenth century indicate that the justices were as much pre-
occupied with the morality of the community as any Puritan
New England magistrates. And it must be admitted that Hamp-
ton, perhaps because it was still a busy port, presented a
rather impressive number of moral problems for a place of its
size. The sinners haled before court included not only those
who impiously stayed away from divine service or were caught
by the church wardens in the act of "profane swearing", but
adulterers, keepers of bawdy houses, and above all mothers
of illegitimate children.
The problem of bastardy is especially interesting,
not only in that it throws light on the complex social
backgrounds and class distinctions of the period, but in that
as one carried the study past the Revolution into the nine-
teenth century, one encounters a distinct evolution in the
point of view. The justices of the early eighteenth century
had a twofold object whenever they were confronted with
such a case, to punish the guilty woman, and when possible
to "save the parish harmless" by forcing the father to pro-
vide for the child. In the next century the only object was
to see that the father contributed an annual sum for the
child* s support; he alone was prosecuted; the law had
lost interest in the mystical notion of visiting retri-
bution on the mother for her sin.
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For that matter it does not appear that mothers were
often punished in old Hampton when the father could be found
and made to pay* But for those worre.n who stood alone the law
was harsh. The customary choice in the 1720* s was a fifteen
shilling fine or twenty-five lashes well laid on. And since
the fine was usually beyond the means of the unfortunate
mothers, the sheriff was ordered to flog them.
A woman servants bondage was increased by a twelfth-
month if she had a child, the idea being to compensate her
master for time out as well as punish her. It would be reas-
onable to assume that in some such cases the father of the
child might also be an indentured servant, but if a bondsman's
term was ever^ inc eased for his committing such an offense,
-j the instance has nPt been set down in the local records. How-
ever, servants were obviously not expected to produce their
kind while in service, in which they were under a severer
restraint than their fellow bondsmen, the slaves.
The severest punishments were reserved for cases of
miscegenation involving a white mother. In 1693 Ann Wall,
a free Englishwoman, who had become the mother of two mul-
atto children, was sold for five years to Peter Hobson of
Norfolk County with the warning that if she ever set foot
in Elizabeth City County again after regaining her freedom,
3
she would be banished to the Barbados. Her children were
,
to serve the same master until thirty, the customary dis-
3. Court Records
. December 30, 1693.
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position of mulatto children.
In 1727 Margaret Hall, evidently an indentured ser-
vant, was given a Hobson’s choice of paying the church war-
dens the impossible sum of fifteen pounds sterling or of
4
serving her master five extra years, for the same offense.
Tne contrast between this* fine and the fifteen shilling
fine usually imposed on the mothers of white children is
significant. Harsh as the law of the day was in dealing
with any white unwed mother, it was pitiless when her child
was colored. On the other hand if, as was inevitable, there
were mulattos whose fathers were white, the law did not
bother to investigate.
It appears that the great majority of bastardy cases
involved women of the poorer classes, especially servants,
out an occasional exception sumetimes appeared to shock the
community and embarrass the justices. The scandal of the
1720’s was the misconduct of the well-to-do widow Judith
Bayley, who was twice presented on this charge after the
5
death of her husband, John Bayley. Since the latter, as
sheriff, had once occupied the most honorable position in the
county, the sensation must have been tremendous. It would
be interesting to know more about this rebel from respectable
society, whether she was a woman with the '• courage of her
morals" as Andre^ Gide would say, or merely weak:. That she
was inept is suggested by the fact that her husband’s es-
Court Records
, veosmtos July 19, 1727#
5. Ibid, November 17, 1725, November 19, 1729.
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tate was presently taken out of her hands for settlement. Her
sins apparently received no punishment aside fro^the notoriety
of their being presented at court. Probably out of deference
to their late colleague* s memory the justices hesitated to
press the case, and there was, of course, no question of her
not being able to provide for her children.
What was done with those convicted of adultery in
this period is not clear for the reason that although charges
were made from time to time, they never resulted in con-
viction. Keepers of disorderly houses and bawdy houses were
also sometimes presented, but aside from losing their license
to keep an ordinary there was usually no special penalty
inflicted. A woman held on this charge in 1750, with the
added complaint that she “entertains and harbors Negroes and
6
idle, disorderly persons 1* was ordered to furnish security
i
for her good behavior. Entertainment of servants in an
ordinary was always an offense, as was entertainment of
Negroes by white people anywhere at all.
There was in the second decade of the eighteenth
century an especially impressive wave of prosecutions of
those who neglected to attend church, as many as fourteen in
7
the August court, 1715 and eighteen at the February court of
8
1719, In fact scattered presentments on this charge are
recorded up to the Revolution, the culprits being fined or
excused according to the merits of the case. Swearing was
6 * Court Records
,
March 7, 1750.
7. Ibid
. August lg, 1715.
8. Ibid, February 19, 1718/19.
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another offense zealously listened for by the church wardens
and atoned for by the swearer at so much an oath (a shilling
9
apiece according to an early statute). The phraseology of
the oaths is not recorded except for a notable one alleged
to have been uttered in 1728 by James Holloway, who cursed
.
10
the king. Drunkenness was also punished, none less than
the schoolmaster, Thomas Parris, being presented before the
grand jury in 1726 for being "a common swearer and drunkard."
If the effect of all this is to create the not
wholly misleading impression that Elizabeth City County
was as Puritannical as old Salem, it should be added that its
people enjoyed amusements not permitted by the Hew England
town fathers, A popular tradition that horse racing was a
favorite sport in old Hampton is borne out by a suit brought
against Samuel Sweny by William Copland in 1725. It in-
volved a wager of ten pounds which had been laid on a race
run by "gueldings" belonging to the contestants in one
"Isaac Prilly*s field where there was three race paths,"
Copland arrived with his horses only to find that the courses
had been lengthened by 140 yards. He wanted to run the old
paths, but Sweny insisted on using the new ones; whereupon
12
Copland took the case to court.
The size of the wager, the references to earlier
races in Prilly*s field, and above all the fact that such
9. Hening, Statutes at Large . I, 167.
10. Court Records . January 17, 1727/28.
11. Ibid , November 15, 1726.
12. Ibid
,
March, 1724/25.
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a case could be counted upon to receive sympathetic consider-
ation in court reveal a side of county life which stands in
gay relief to the Hampton of compulsory church attendance
and floggings of unmarried mothers.
Thus far only misdemeanors and sins against public
morality have been discussed. Graver crimes were also com-
mitted in Hampton, though more rarely, thefts, burglaries,
murders. The latter crime usually involved women who had
done away with their illegitimate children rather than go
through the ignominy of court indictment and flogging. Such
cases were also brought to the attention of the local court,
but only for the justices to decide whether they were to be
dismissed for insufficient evidence, or held for trial at
the General Court in Williamsburg. This was in accordance
with a Virginia statute of 1656 which provided that all crim-
inal cases H that concern life or member” be tried before the
General Court of Governor and Council or the Assembly, for
the quaintly phrased reason that "We consider it no ease nor
benefitt to the people to have their lives taken away from
13
them with too much ease." This law applied to all white
people, bonded or free, and to the free Negroes, Slaves,
however, stood trial in Hampton at special courts of "Oyer
and Terminer", and received their punishment there. Thus
they furnish the more interesting examples of Colonial
justice.
13. Hening, Statutes at Large . I, 397.
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1In matters of private morality the Negro slave had
a privilege of attending his own affairs without interference
from the church wardens for which some white residents would
have probably been gratefu)^ that is, so long as his pecadillos
involved only members of his own race. Affronts against
white womanhood were then as now accounted criminal, but
even in such cases the justices appeared to have sifted the
evidence with cool impartiality unaffected by racial hysteria*
14
Thus the slave Jack was acquitted of rape in 1742. it is
true that the judges condemned him to thirty-nine lashes
in their belief that he had beaten and robbed his white
woman accuser; but that he should escape hanging on so
serious a charge is significant. In December, 1739, the
slave S^eppy was pilloried during a whole sitting of the
court and then given thirty-nine lashes for talking indecent-
15
ly to Dr. Brodie's daughter.
In the first three decades of the eighteenth century
the punishment for theft was barbarously severe, but it is
only fair to remember that the execution of law in England in
that day was no more humane than it was in Elizabeth City
County, and that no slave suffered hanging or public flogging
without a trial, In 1728 Will, Anthony Tucker's slave, was
hanged at the crossroads outside Hampton for the petty
theft of two gallons of rum and six pounds of sugar from
16
John Bordland's Warehouse. Another slave, adjudged an ac-
14. Court Records . January 7, 1741/2.
15. Ibid , December 19, 1739.
16. Ibid
, September 17, 1728.
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cessory, was ordered, to be whipped through King and queen
Streets with thirty-nine lashes,
A year earlier a similar case had arisen which is
worth special mention because of the curious legal technical-
ity involved. In February, 1727, Gomery, one of the notorious
Judith Bayley’s slaves, was tried for a felony and found
not guilty. "But there appearing great reason to believe that
he was guilty, though the evidence did not prove the fact,
It is Order* d that the sheriff do cut off his right ear at
the pillory and that afterwards he do whip the said Negro
17
through the town of Hampton." That this odd kind of justice
was not reserved exclusively for slaves is proved by the
trial of a white man, William Curtis, obviously an undesir-
able citizen, accused of a felony in 1735. Failing to prove
his guilt, the justices were nevertheless so sure of it that
they ordered the sheriff to give him thirty-nine lashes,
"convey him out of the county and whip him as often as he
18
comes into it."
A decided trend towards leniency in cases of theft
is observable as the century progressed. By 1739 a statute
of the Colony had made it possible to give thieving slaves
••benefit of the clergy", a. smelt’s slave iMed was in August
of that year convicted of a theft from the mill house of
Alexander Kennedy and condemned to be burnt in the hand and
receive thirty-nine lashes at the whipping post, on his
17. Court Records. February 9, 1727/8.18 * Ibid
, January 13, 1734/5,
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19
pleading for '‘benefit the clergy" • Arson, rape, murder
remained punishable by hanging, however, the master receiv-
ing compensation from the Assembly for the estimated value
of his slave.
In 1748 the Burgesses created a brand new crime
by enacting a statute which made the practice of medicine by
a slave punishable by death in view of the fact that poisons
20
had been administered by slaves under the guise of remedies.
People in Hampton must have been previously relying on their
slaves* knowledge of herbs for home remedies; hearing of the
new law they were thrown into a panic, and began haling
their slaves before the justices. There is no Indication
that any of the four alleged attempts at poisoning that
took place between 1750 and 1761 had been successful, but
there were two convictions, and on Friday the 13th of
November, 1761, one hapless Negro physician was hanged at the
21
crossroads.
All the instruments indispensable for the adminis-
tration of justice in Colonial America Hampton had, gallows,
whipping post, pillory, stocks, ducking stool. That the
latter was in frequent use is indicated by the fact that one
22
was ordered built in 1717
,
another in September, 1727, and a
third installed with wheels in 1757 at a total cost of four
23
pounds sterling. But how and why it was used in Hampton
Court Records
. August 10, 1739,
20. Hening, Statutes at Large . VI, 104-112.
21. Court Records. October 31. 1761.
22. Ibid, February 21, 1716/17.
23. Ibid
,
March 9, 1757.

46
the records unfortunately fail to reveal.
Whipping was the characteristic punishment. Not
only were culprits flogged at the whipping post, hut slaves
were often whipped through town at the tail of a cart. Thirty-
nine lashes was the limit for men, and twenty-five for
women.
There is a legend in Hampton to the effect that
although it possessed a prison prior to the Civil War, its
only occupants were spiders. Whatever was true in that
period, in pre-Revolutionary days the prison was occupied
by erring humanity to such an extent that the customary first
act of a newly commissioned sheriff was to protest to the
court against the "insufficiency of the prison.” The pro-
test, however, usually referred not so much to its size as
to its state of repair. The sheriff was allowed to make
what minor improvements he suggested, and when the prison
contained an unusually large number of criminals awaiting
trial in Hampton or transportation to the General Court, the
sheriff and constables were often assisted by private citi-
zens who "attended gaol" from
one to five days each for
due compensation at the county levy.
One prison was built in 1726 by Charles Avera for
24
8,900 pounds of tobacco and a new one built by Merritt
25
Sweny, gent., in 1744 and 1745 for the sum of 130 L. This
prison was placed at the edge of St. John*s churchyard, its
24. Court Records
, February 16, 1725/6
25, Ibid , February 15, 1743/44.
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Inine and one-half acres of land extending down the south
side of Queen Street to the east of North Street. Assuming
that Mr. Sweny followed the original specifications, it had
three rooms, was thirty feet long, eighteen wide, and ten
high; its walls were three bficks thick and "timbered all
around at the distance of seven inches, and lined with pine
and oak plank." It was paid for by special levies, the old
prison being handed over to Mr. Sweny in partial payment for
his work on the new one. And two years after it was com-
pleted and handed over to the county, James Wallace, gent.,
the new sheriff in 1747, was duly complaining to the court
of the "insufficiency of the prison."
i
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MAKING A LIVING
How long it is since tobacco has been grown in
Elizabeth City County no one can say, but it is so very long
a time that there are a-titl old timers, well versed in their
county's tradition, who will swear that tobacco was never
grown there* Nevertheless it was the staple of the county
as of all Virginia in Colonial days, and the basis of the
currency, notes being issued against tobacco placed on de-
posit in the warehouse* The county taxes were levied in
1
tobacco only until 1720* After that time it y/as usually
;
made optional with the individual taxpayer whether he paid
his tithes in pounds of tobacco or in English pence; but the
levies were still being reckoned in toba.cco for some years
after the close of the Revolutionary War*
Yet to learn much of anything about the individual
tobacco plantations is difficult* There are actually only
two such pejpoonsci references in the Colonial records now ex-
2
tant. One is in the will of Thomas Wythe made in in 1694*
He left his son Thomas four hogsheads of "sweet scented tobac-
co containing 600 rootes" to be put in the hands of his
brother until the boy became sixteen. In the meantime con-
signments of tobacco were to be shipped yearly to England*
The other is an inventory of tobacco brands of
3
the county made in 1695* William Mallory of the Poquoson
district was the most considerable planter, his produce for
1* Court Records . Nevember 7,8 1729.
2. Ibid * September 18, 1694.
3* Ibid # August 3, 1695*
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that year being valued at 370/19/2* He is mentioned as "im-
porting” this amount of tobacco in the ship Barnard . The
phrase "importing" may be interpreted to mean that he had
shipped it around from Back River to deposit it in the
Hampton warehouse for inspection as required by law, and the
brands recorded must have been the trademarks burnt into the
hogsheads to identify the produce of the several planters.
That tobacco was being produced in the county
throughout the eighteenth century is indicated by the mention
of payments to town constables and others "for viewing the
4
tobacco fields" and the fact that keeping the tobacco ware-
house in repair was a public project as much on the minds of
the justices as the upkeep of the courthouse or the public
5
wharf. In 1730 it stood on a Mr. Miles* lot. This was un-
questionably the warehouse that was flooded by the hurricane
of 1749, the county* s most sensational convulsion of nature
until the famous hurricane of 1933. After the catastrophe
the burgesses made good the losses of those planters whose
product had been damaged in this primitive species of bank
failure by paying them out of public funds at the rate of
0/16/8 per hundred pounds. The list of the planters thus
reimbursed tells us something about who was going in for
6
tobacco planting at that date: William Westwood had lost
twenty-four hogsheads; Charles Turnbull eighteen; Mary
Tabb one, and Priscilla Curie three.
"4. Court Records. November 23. 1737T"
5. Hening, Statutes at Large . IV, 266.
6. Ibid
. VI, 236.
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This disaster having demonstrated the inadequacy of
the old warehouse, the tobacco inspectors temporarily rented
7
a building from Alexander Kennedy at 7 L a year
,
and the
justices ordered the sheriff to sell the land on which the
old one had stood, "the same being subject to being over-
8
flowed with high tides," A more suitable piece of land on
9
waterfront was bought from Wilson Curie for 25 L. Henry
Allen undertook the construction of the new warehouse for
1°
71/15/0 and turned it over to the county in 1753.
That Elizabeth City County ever went in for large
scale production of cotton, the great staple of the South
in the next era, is improbable. There is just one mention
of cotton in the records. John Weymouth* s will of 1791
11
itemizes 216 pounds of cotton at threepence per pound.
Aside from the tobacco fields the county was given
over to peach and apple orchards, corn and wheat fields, and
pasture lands, for the wills amply demonstrate that the plan-
ters raised all kinds of livestock. There is evidence that
some of them made something of the tall pine woods that set
off their fields, for in 1753 the justices added to the duties
of the inspectors of pork, beef ana flour, the inspection of
12
tar, pitcn and turpentine. in trie mam their estates were
not overly large, not of baronial extent at least; after
all there were only eighteen square miles to the county.
7. Court Records . March 16, 1752.
8. Ifcid , April 8, 1751.
9. Ibid. July 7. 1752.
Ibid
. August 8, 1752.
11# Heeds and Wills
. Volume 34, January 27,
12. £o.urt Records. August 8, 1753.
1791.

The planters of old Hampton, though some of them came of
ancient lineage, and all of them owned slaves, were funda-
mentally just a group of all round farmers*
Since the planters had corn to grind, it was natural
that the earliest of Hampton’s infant industries was the grist
mill* The first mention of such a mill is in a note about a
grist and saw mill established at the head of Back RiVsr
13
about 1689 by a Yankee named Isaac Molyn* Molyn had
come from New England for this purpose along with a Negro
woman named Tona, and three workmen. The Frenchman, Bertram
Servant, had paid the passage to Hampton and the keep there
of this crew, and was therefore given by the justices the
right to manage the mills until he got his money back.
Later when Molyn regained control of his mill he
went in for some sharp practice, if one can believe the
curious and rather confused story an ex-employee told the jus-
14
tices about in 1692. According to this employee the mill
was capable of grinding Indian corn into as fine a meal as
wheat, but Molyn had cursed him for doing so, and had fin-
ally sold his good grindstones out of the county. Molyn was
at that time managing the mill single handed except for
the help of Tona*
Applications "for leave to build a mill" came to
the justices nearly every year. Their procedure in such a
13. Court Records
. November 18, 1689*
14. Ibid, April, 1692.
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case is illustrated by their action on the petition of
Samuel Tomkins to build one at Finches' Dam near the boun-
15
dary of York County in 1729. The sheriff, Robert Armis-
tead, who himself had a mill at Back River, was ordered to
summon a jury of twelve freeholders in the Finches' Dam
neighborhood to examine all the lands on both sides of the
mill run that might be affected. Ultimately Tomkins was
granted his petition on payment of ten shillings damages
to fcne John Patrick.
In the days when the Virginia burgesses, egged on
by their majesties William and Mary and later Queen Anne,
were trying to cause towns to spring up in their dominion
by legislative incantation, they were also trying to pro-
mote infant industries whose infancy was to be prolonged
two centuries. Just one faint echo of all that effort can
be heard in the surviving Hampton records. In 1696 Walter
Bayley, who had come into the county with his wife, three
16
children and four Negro slaves two years before was
awarded 400 pounds of tobacco at the county levy "for en-
couragement in making ye prime piece of lynen cloth 22
17 '
yards." There is no evidence, however, that Mr. Bayley,
thus encouraged, went on with the textile industry. Spinning
\
and weaving was left to the patient hands of the housewives
who provided what was necessary without applause from the
1 House of Burgesses of the county courthouse.
15. Court Records
. Octobdr 3, 26, 1729.
16. Ibid
, March 18. 1694/5.
17* Ibid
, November 28, 1696.
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Tjyery trade required for a self-sustaining communi-
ty was practiced in Hampton. Apprentices were bound to
learn the trades of sawyer, carpenter, shoemaker, and the
18
“art and mistery of a cooper". Scattered through the
indentures of 1726, 1727 one finds references to John Ry-
land, glazier, John Smith, blacksmith, John Henry Rombrough,
joiner, John Middleton, carpenter, Benjamin Rolfe, shipwright
It is a matter of tradition that Hampton was in those days
a thriving shipbuilding center, though tradition ca^iously
adds that the ships in question were probably pretty small
craft. There was a goldsmith up at Mill Creek, whose ad-
vertisement in the Virginia Gazette of Jun 2, 1738, indi-
cates that barter was customary in the county’s simple
economy. "Samuel Galt makes and mends all sorts of clocks
and watches, gold, silver and jewellers work, also billiard
balls and dice for cash gold or silver, tobacco, pork,
wheat or corn either at his own house on Mill Creek near
19
Hampton, or Mr. John McDowell’s in Hampton."
The importance of shipping to Hampton has al-
ready been discussed, and the important merchant Alexander
McKenzie has been mentioned elsevfhere. It may be also
reasonably supposed that many of the lesser county folk of
the period supported themselves by fishing. The Kecoughtans
had done so, and today the throngs of white oyster boats
in the river, and the wharves of the "crab factories" on its
18. Court Records
,
September 17, 1718.
19. Quoted in the William and Mary Quarterly
. IX, a, p. 122.
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shores are among the picturesque sights of the community*
But the only actual evidence that Hampton was a fishing
village hack in the 1700 f s, so far as the records are con-
cerned, is an occasional reference to a pair of "oister
tongs" in sundry wills*
<1’
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Henry Irwin, who made something of a stir in Hamp-
ton in the first three decades of the eighteenth century,
must have been a trying person to have around. Judging him
from his appearance in the records, he was self-important
and irascible. Hot only did he precipitate a community
row when he succeeded in getting Governor Spotswood to oust
the county clerk, as has been recounted, but he subsequently
got himself involved in numerous lawsuits, was once threatened,
by an irate fellow citizen, and what is more, his servants
apparently ran away from him at every opportunity.
Too much perhaps can be made of the last point.
Servants ran away, in defiance of their solemn bond, from
some of the best people in the community, Thomas Wythe for
instance. Nevertheless one had a sneaking sympathy with
the servants that ran away from Henry Irwin. But if he had
been a harsh master, they had their revenge when in 1728 he
became insolvent. Then a year later, thanks to this bank-
ruptcy, an incident occurred startling to those unfamiliar
with the institution of the indentured servant. In order to
raise money to satisfy claims on his estate by Francis Mal-
lory and John King, the court ordered his three remaining
1
servants sold at public outcry.
The picture, novel to modern readers, of free born
1. Gnurt Rennrris, January 29, 172? 2$, February 21, 1728/29.
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white men being auctioned off at "public outcry" for the re-
mainder of their terms of service suggests the auction block
of slavery, and raises the question of to what extent the
lot of the indentured servant resembled that of the slave*
Both systems were attempts to solve the labor problem of
the new world, the slaves gradually supplanting the servants,
because their life servitude brought more profit to the mas-
ter than the temporary bondage of the others. But while
the white man’s servitude lasted it was in its superficial
aspects at least much like that of the Negro’s.
Much of the interest of the records of the early
eighteenth century lies in the picture they present of the
transition from the use of white bonded labor to slavery.
Negro slaves, to be sure, were common in Elizabeth City
County in the late seventeenth century, and by the beginning
of the eighteenth it is possible that they already outnumbered
the white servants. But for a time in that period the
balance seems to have been nearly even; then about 1750
the indentured servant as such disappears from Hampton en-
tirely, though two modified phases of that system, the ap-
prenticing of youths and the binding out of children, remain
common as late as the Civil War.
That servants were still being bought off masters
of ships is indicated by an entry of July 18, 1694, recording
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John Smith’s purchase of a servant named Thomas Best from
Captain Parsons in the York River. Best’s indenture suggests
the close similarity between the servant and the apprentice,
and emphasizes the fact that the former's duties were hardly
ever domestic, xt provided that he was to serve seven years
"to learn ye art and trade of a smith, to be paid a com-
pleate sett of smith’s tools with corn and cloathes according
to custom" at the end of his service.
In November, 1728, there is an interesting record
of a fraudulent sale. John Butterworth had bought of John
West a woman servant only to find that the latter, one Mary
Gorman, was subject to a warren "by hue and cry from North
Carolina for the murther of her bastard child." A jury
ordered West to pay Butterworth damages of seven pounds, five
2
shillings.
There is even record of one convict servant in Hamp-
ton, Eliza Gleadon. According to Bruce most convict ser-
vants had been transported for trivial offenses or were mere
political prisoners. Eliza Gleadon, however, was apparently
a more definitely undesirable sort, for in December, 1749,
she was charged with felony and imprisoned pending trial in
3
Williamsburg.
The years of service were stipulated in the in-
denture, but they could be increased if the servant com-
mitted any offense against society or his master, or even if
2. Court Records
, November 21, 1728.
3. Ibid
.
December 26, 1749.

he suffered a serious illness. A tw elfthmonth was added the
term of Joshua Curie's maidservant to compensate her master
for the 500 pounds of tobacco he had paid the church wardens
4
who had presented her at court for having a bastard child.
Eleven weeks were added the term of George Hudson, a servant
of John Borland, when in 1721 he was jailed for threatening
to burn the town. Two of the weeks were to make up for the
one he had spent in jail, and nine were to repay his master
5
for the cost of the court proceedings.
Running away, or ‘'eloping" as the records express
it, was the most common cause of increased servitude. If a
master tired of his servant, he could sell him for the rest
of his term, but if a servant tired of his master, he could
not walk out on him, though he frequently did so. When he
was captured after such a walkout, his term was increased at
the rate of two days for every one that he had been absent,
plus one and a half months for every hundredweight of tobac-
co spent by his master in retrieving him. Thus, though
William Welch had fled the service of Henry Irwin only two
days in November, 1724, he was sentenced to serve ten months
extra for the 700 pounds of tobacco Irwin had spent in
6
"taking him up". John Dillon, who had been brought back
to Irwin in June of the same year aifter two years and two
months of absence, was ordered to serve out his term with
7
the addition of four years and four months. Similar cases
4. Court Records . June 16, 1751 .
5. June 21, 1721*
6* Ibid
. November 18, 1724.
7 » Ifrid
, June 16, 1724.
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If it seems not unjust that a servant should give
double time for running away, it does seem strange to read
that the same June court that increased John Dillon’s term
also added a year to Michael Whiton's for no reason except
that his master, Samuel Sweny, had got him "cured of a cer-
tain distemper." Apparently the servant’s health during
service was considered his own lookout rather than his mas-
ter's responsibility, for in April, 1725, William Rupall
v/as ordered to serve Lowry Irwin two and a half years ad-
ditional "in consideration that the said Irwin do cure him
8
of a sore leg."
As has been said in connection with Henry Irwin,
servants were like slaves a definite property to be dis-
posed of with any other part of the estate at something
resembling a public auction. There is record of such a
transferring of property in 1727 when it was provided that
Anne Bayley serve John Henry Rambough "the remainder of
the time she was to serve John Middleton, who is going out
9
of the Colony." It is even true that public restrictions
were put on servants similar to those put on slaves. One
of the complaints against Sarah Brian, suspected of a
felony in 1735, was that she "keeps a disorderly house
10
and deals with servants."
There were, however, vital respects in which the
8. Court Records
. April 22, 1725.
9. Ibid
, November 16, 1727.
10. See page * *
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status of a servant was totally unlike that of a slave. Like
any other white inhabitant he was entitled to trial before
the General Court at Williamsburg for serious offenses, where-
as the slave was tried an executed in the county. And more
important still they could complain by petition to the county
court of mistreatment at the hands of their masters. It is
significant that in the whole history of Hampton prior to
emancipation there is only one record of a complaint to the
justices in behalf of a slave, and that involved public
property, the neglected Negro woman attached to the Eaton
11
School in 1694. On the Other hand there are many records
of servants who brought abusive or neglectful masters to
account in court.
Damages of forty shillings were awarded Benjamin
Aldridge in 1725, when after his return from an “elopment”
he complained of being ‘’strip’d and whip’d" by his master,
12
Samuel Sweny. Elizabeth Haroty was freed in 1716 from a
master who had beaten her and had refused to give her ”dyet
sufficient for a white servant”, and was sent back to a
13
former master in North Carolina. Bryan Penny was in 1728 or-
dered to take proper care of Mary Saxton, who was in
14
danger of losing a leg through lack of nursing. Anne Gad-
bury was in 1726 protected by the sheriff from the abuse
of her master and mistress, who were bonded to keep the
11. See page
12. Court Records . April 22, 1725.
-J.3^ Ibid
, June 20, 1716.
14. Ibid , lifVttaateer July 17, 1728.
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peace against her and ordered to “find her in warm apparel.”
And most important difference of all, the longest
bondage ended at last, and the servant collected his wage
and departed his master's house into freedom. The wages,
set by law, were nevertheless varied by private agreement#
Where one took three pounds Sterling another accepted “two
shirts, a pair of shoes and stockings and a jacket waistcoat
in lieu of what the law allows." Henry Irwin didn't want to
pay Robert Howard anything when his time was up in 1724, but
Howard took the case to court and was awarded ten bushel^s
of Indian corn, thirty shillings in goods and money, and
16
a musket worth twenty shillings. Poor Robert Scarf, servant
of John Smith, deceased ferryman, may not have got anything*
He was, to be sure, awarded "what the law allows" out of the
estate, but with the dubious proviso “if he (the executor)
17
has so much remaining in his hands.
Indentured servitude, especially in the early days,
was as honorable as apprenticeship. Fiske points out the
significance of the fact that one of Elizabeth City County's
early burgesses, William Worlich, had been a servant
brought to the Colony in 1622. That, however, was in the
beginning. By the eighteenth century the institution was
growing out of its usefulness, quite likely there was resent-
ment at the similarity of the servant's lot to that of the
slave; the phrasing of Elizabeth Haroty's complaint hints
15. Court Records
, November 15, 1726.
16. Ibid
, July 15, 1724.
17. Ibid , March 18, 1723/4.

at such a feeling. And. certainly the large number of runa-
ways suggests a widespread impatience with the constraints
of the bondsman's life. The local records contain material
not only about runaways from Hampton, abut about fleeing
servants from the uttermost parts of Virginia who had been
captured in Hampton where they had hoped to find refuge on
a ship bound out of the Colony,
In any case, by the middle of the century the in-
dentured white servant as such is rarely heard of and the
Negro slave has become securely established as the economic
basis of society,
2 .
The Slaves
At the same time that the Negro slaves were in-
voluntarily displacing the indentured servants as the
laborers of the county, they were also supplanting another
type of laborer of whom less has been heard, the Indian
servant.
jj^cactly how many Indian servants or slaves there
were in eariy Elizabeth city uounty it is impossible to
determine. At least seven are specifically mentioned in
the records between 1693 and 1728. Unquestionably there
were more earlier, when Hampton was closer to the frontier.
But even so they were probably never numerous, for it is
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on record that the Indian never took kindly to bondage in a
land which had once been all his own*
The Indian f s status was rather uncertain. The
first reference to an Indian is in the inventory of the es-
tate of William Marshall in March, 1693, where in a list of
nine Negro slaves there is included an item H one Indian
woman if a slave for life at 25/0/0,” That is the only
direct mention of an Indian slave, though later references
.
to an “Indian woman belonging” to William Smelt are nearly
18
as ambiguous* Usually, however, the Indian is named as a
servant.
In 1716 occurs a petition for freedom on the part of
Thomas, an Indian servant belonging to Major William Armistead
which clears up the matter at least as far as Thomas is con-
cerned. Having demonstrated to the court that he had been
sold to his master for thirty-one years and that he had ful-
19
filled his term, he was set free. Inasmuch as a white in-
dentured servant was never bound for more than seven years,
however greatly his term might later be increased for
various causes, this suggests that the status of the Indian
was analogous to that of the mulatto child of a white woman,
who could also be bound to a thirty year term.
The last appearance of an Indian in the records is
the girl Marcellina, attached to the estate of John Dudley,
who was ordered sold at a public outcry to satisfy a claim on
20
the estate for 17/17/4 After that time the planters de-
18. Court Records . November 16, 1715.
19
. Ibid , March 25, 1715/16.
20. Ibid
, December 18, 1728.
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pended wholly on the Negro for labor, a dependence which was
to bring undreamed of disaster upon Hampton.
That tragedy was still nearly a century and a half
in the future, however, and if there were any in pre-Revolu-
tionary Hampton who saw it coming, they didn’t put their views
on record. The Negro slave had become indispensable. Unlike
the white or Indian servant he was in bondage for life, with
no irritating if’s about it, and he and his increase could
be handed down from one generation to another. And if he
happened to be not needed on one’s own property for a time,
there were always planters eager to hire him out, usually
at the rate of three pounds Sterling a year.
The money value of the Negro slave rose consider-
ably in the course of the century. The prices of the nine
slaves mentioned in the Marshall inventory of 1693 vary from
a nineteen shilling estimate of "one old decrepid Negroo
woman” to twenty-five pounds apiece for two able bodied men,
and twenty- five and twenty pounds respectively for two
women. In 1725 the justices certified that James, a Negro
21
condemned to be hanged for theft was worth forty pounds
and another condemned in 1748 was certified at forty- five
22
pounds. In 1761 the price set on Will, accused of trying
23
to poison his master, was eighty pounds. These ^a iluations
of condemned slaves were made by the justices for the bene-
fit of the master, v/ho could apply to the Assembly for com-
pensation.
21. Court Records . November 12, 1725.
22. Ibid
, June 21, 1748.
23. Ibid
, October 31, 1761.

If a Negro were worth good money in his prime, and
could be hired out by the year to his master’s profit, it was
also true that in sickness, or in feeble old age when his
estimated value dwindled to the price of a few yards of
dimity, he remained his master’s responsibility. In the years
1791, 1792, John King, administrator of Francis Mallory’s
estate, took in 370/3/6 from the hiring out of the Negroes,
but that sum was far from being clear profit; his faithfully
kept accounts are full of items of expenditures for "tea and
sugar for Judah very sick”, quarts of molasses for "three
sick wenches and children", "one bottle of wine for Abraham
24
sick." In this the slave was probably better off than some
indentured servants who served extra time for being cured of
a distemper by their masters, and were presently turned into
the world on their own with no assurance that if they fared
badly they would be cared for in old age.
Not all the Negroes in eighteenth century Hampton
were enslaved, however, and even in bondage there were grades
of freedom. Joane, the Negro attached to the Eaton school
in 1696 was virtually self-supporting. In November of that
year the justices declared her levy- free because of her age,
and allowed her whatever she could make in raising tobacco
25
and corn for her own use. Thus although Joane was
technically a slave, and as much a part of the Eaton prop-
erty as the acres themselves, in actual fact she had some
Court Records, Deeds Volume. February 7, 1791.
25. Court Records . November 28, 1696.
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of the responsibilities of freedom.
Mulattos, as has been said, became long term in-
dentured servants rather than slaves, at least when their
mothers were white. And although no deeds of emancipation
are to be found prior to the close of the Revolution, the
records indicate the presence of a small number of free Negroes
in the county from the earliest days of the eighteenth century.
Like white freemen they entered the records only when they
ran afoul of the law, and it is difficult to learn much
about them and how they supported themselves in a society
which had little place for free labor. That they found it
hard to hold their own as freemen is suggested by the story
of Quash, named as a free Negro when he was sued for damaging
26 27
a canoe in 1724 and was in 1727 suing for his freedom.
Y/hat had happened to him in the meantime does not appear.
Possibly someone had paid his damages in 1724 in return for
services and then refused to dispense with the services;
perhaps, as was to happen often in the next century, he
had been "sold” or arbitrarily hired out by the sheriff to
pay his tithes. This is mere guesswork, however. The only
thing certain is that Quash was free in 1724 and was some-
how in bondage again three years later.
26. Court Records
. March 18, 1723/4
27. Ibid
,
July 19, 1727.
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IX
EDUCATION
It is a pity that there is nothing at all in the
way of contemporaneous account of the education given in the
county's famous free schools in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. To be sure, frequent references to them in the
records prove that their existence was continuous and their
efficient management a matter of public interest, but these
references are mostly wholly concerned with the property of
the Syms and Eaton schools.
We Enow the names of some of the schoolmasters.
There was, for instance, a Mr. Ebeneezer Taylor, who having
just given up the Eaton "Ffree School" in 1692 was rebuked
for his scandalous neglect of "ye Negro woman belonging to
ye school— shee being almost naked." The court ordered Mr.
Taylor to provide "one new cotten waste coate and petty coate,"
three yards of material for a shift, "one paire new shoons and
stockings and also three barrels of sound Indian corn for
1
said Negro's use."
Apparently the woman in question was the "Negroe
Joane" mentioned four years later when she was pronounced levy
free because of her age, and allowed "whatever she makes of
corne and tobacco or pulse, the same to her own use for her
2
maintenance.
" This incident is of interest in that it in-
dicates that Joane, belonging to a piece of public property
rather than to a private owner, had a certain measure of in-
1* Court Records
. October 19, 1692.
2. Ibid , November 28, 1696.
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dependence. Her status seems more like that of a Russian
"crown serf" than of an ordinary slave.
Robert Crooke, schoolmster of the Syms School in
1693 is on record as being given the two old cows in pay-
3
ment for his services in repairing the schoolhouse. George
Eland was with the consent of the court elected schoomaster
at Eaton* s in 1697 to teach all such children in "English
and gramer learning as shall be sent to him that belong to
4
the county," The "gramer", according to Bruce, probably
5
included Latin,
In the respective years of 1735 and 1759 the Syms
and Eaton schools were by statutes of the House of Bur-
gesses put in the hands of a board of trustees consisting
of the justices, minister and church wardens. The duties
of the latter were to appoint the schoolmaster, who must
first have been examined by the minister and licensed by
the governor, visit his classes, redress abuses, remove
him when necessary, and administer the estates, renting out
6
the land, selling timber, for the upkeep of the schools.
The occasion for the acts is not entirely clear,
though they were obviously aimed at taking the management
of the property out of the hands of the schoolmasters them-
selves and enforcing a more careful administration over the
schoolmaster’s teaching. The wording of the second 3 tatuje
3 . Court Records . November 20, 1693.
4 . Ibid, November 18, 1697, quoted in Armstrong, The Svms-
^aton Free School .
5. P.I, Bruce, Institutional History of Virginia
. I, 3556 » Hening, Statutes at Large
. Vi^ 389ff; VII, 317ff*
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indicates that the schools had not suffered any loss of pres-
tige with the parents of the county, since it complains that
the Eaton School "hath been abused by admitting a great
number of children whose parents are well able to pay for
their education*’' Henceforth, the act provided, the pupils
were to be admitted without consent of the master except
as the trustees declared poor children "to be the proper
object of the pious founder’s charity."
George Wythe, no less, leased all but one acre of
the Syms property in 1760 for 30/5/0 yearly. Besides the
money payment, Wythe contracted to supply four good milch
cows for the use of the school between April and November,
to plant an orchard of 100 trees, and to leave any houses
7
he might build on the land in good repair.
That education was very much on the minds of the
county authorities is proved by the wording of the indentures
binding out orphans and apprentices. In binding out a
young child the justices and church wardens nearly always
exacted that some measure of book learning be given him, and
one cannot follow the records without being impressed by
their care in seeing that these orders were carried out.
and that the youthful bondsman was not mistreated. A
typical instance is recorded in 1694 when the justices
commanded that Stephen Howard put Thomas Powell to school
7. Indenture, jjuly 15, 1760,
Eaton Free School.
quoted in Armstrong, The Syms-
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to learn to read a chapter of the Bible, and to cease from
whipping and abusing him or else return the child to his
3
mother.
To what extent little girls were given the same
education as their brothers is not entirely clear. The
eleven year old Eliza Miller, bound out in 1692 to Thomas
and Eliza Hawks, was to be taught "to read a chapter in the
Byble, the Lord’s Prayer and the ten commandments", and if
her masters failed to teach her, they were to forfeit 500
9
pounds of tobacco. But less was exacted in behalf of the
fourteen year old Martha Pott when in 1718 she was given
into the charge of Jane Baker, Martha was merely "to learn
anything of woman's work that she is capable to learn",
without mention of whether woman’s work included the ten
10
commandments. It must be admitted that the church wardens
were on the whole more strict and specific concerning edu-
cation when they hired out boys. When a lad who seems to
have been Martha's own seven year old brother Phillip was
bound out in 1724 to Martha Taylor, widow, and energetic
proprietor of one of Hampton’s most respectable ordinaries,
the latter was to "learn him or cause him to be learned to
11
read, write, and cast accounts," It is only fair to add
that at fourteen Martha Pott may have already learned her
letters at the nearer of the two free schools.
8. Court Records
, November 19, 1694,
9. Ibid , September 10, 1692,
10. Ibid
. Sugusr‘207'1718
,
11. Ibid
, March 18, 1723/4,
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Besides providing for the education of the destitute,
the justices later in the century exerted pressure on the
more well-to-do parents to force them to see to their children*
schooling, so that it can he said of Hampton in the middle of
the eighteenth century that education was compulsory* At
least four parents are on record between 1756 and 1762 as
being summoned to court "to show cause why they have neg-
lected the education of their children,' 1 one of them being
William Smelt, a man of some standing in his day, for all
3
12
that he also sometimes neglected to attend divine service.
The gentry, of course, did not send their children
to the charity schools. Where they did send them is not
entirely certain, but all guardian* s accounts of the period
contain iftems of expenditures for schooling, Bruce deduces
from such items the existence of neighborhood schools, kept
13
usually at the parsonage.
A pound Sterling was yearly paid for Thomas Mingham*s
education between 1757 and 1764, a sum which sounds like a
14
probable charge for tuition at such a school. On the other
hand John Tabb's guardian paid Mr. Warrington, rector of St.
John's 6/7/6 for schooling and books in 1765 and six
15
pounds yearly after that. This sum is so large, more than
half of what was paid for the youth's board in the earlier
year, that it is probable that the rector was giving him
advanced private tutoring. It should be added of the
12. Court Records . August 3, September 7, 1756.
13. Bruce, Institutional History of Virginia
.
I, 331ff.
14. Deeds and Wills . hovemoer. I'/bb.
15. Ibid , June 28, 1770.
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Virginia raising of young Tabb that he acquired a Wwigg w for
l/12/O and a "laced hatt" for thirty shillings in 1767, the
year in which his education wa3 pronounced complete.

XCOLONIAL INTERIORS
73
Back in the 1680’s, when Hampton was a rakish,
sea-going town, Henry Richass used to trot to town on a
steed whose dapple gray was set off by the purple covering
of his saddle. The rider wore ’’one old black capp plush”,
two ”gould rings”, and quite possibly, if it were an im-
portant occasion, his broadcloth coat. At home he had
among other possessions three more horses, two white and
1
one bay, a silver tankard and two silver spoons.
And what was he doing in Hampton this day? Ac-
counting for his ride to town involves a pleasant exercise
in historical reconstruction. He may have come in to testi-
fy for a neighbor who had a lawsuit on his hands. Friends
from all the county would be about, since it was court day;
he would gossip with them, stop to observe who was in the
pillory and how he was taking it, and perhaps have the
pleasure of watching the sheriff flog a miscreaht. Since
court day was also market day, he would stop at market to
appraise the horses and buy a quart or so of oysters. Prob-
ably he would also find time to get over to the tob^acco
warehouse to check his deposit of the ”sweetscented” with
the notes he held against it.
All this is completely probable. The fact is,
however, that nothing is known of Henry Richass except the
miscellany contained in the inventory of his estate made in
1. Court Records. September 22. 1690.
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1690 after his death. Such inventories and wills afford
piquant material for the recreation of the color and pattern
of daily living in old Hampton.
The wills suggest the deepest piety on the part of
the old county folks. Here is the opening of one drawn up
2
in 1690: "In the name of God Amen, I, John Smith, being
very sick and weak but of perfect memory, blessed be God Al-
mighty for ye same, doo make this as my last will and testa-
ment as follows- Item- I freely Bequeathe my Soul into ye
hands of my maker with full hope and Assurance of Everlast-
ing life in ye world to come, in and through ye merrits of
my blessed Saviour and redeemer Jesus Christ, and my body
to be decently buried according to ye devotion of my exe-
cutors hereinafter named." All of which is truly touching,
and there is no reason whatsoever to suspect the sincerity
of John smith. But when runs across almost the same phraseo-
logy in nearly every will drawn up in the next half century,
one is forced to the depressing conclusion that the prevail-
ing piety was largely a matter of legal form.
Both the sea going character of the town and the
fact that it was a primitive little self-sustaining commun-
ity are suggested by the inventory of the estate of Seb-
3
astian Perrin taken two years earlier. Eight acres and a
Negro woman in the Barbados formed part of the property.
Items of the local estate suggested that the late Mr.
2. nourt Records . September 22, 1690.
3. Ibid
,
March, 1688/9.
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Perrin had been active in the militia, liked to hunt, and
ground hig own corn; they included a musket, carbine, a
grindstone, and an iron handmill. Part of the household
slept soft in the depths of the two featherbeds placed on the
one bedstead, and the rest slept in two hammocks* He had two
horses and saddles, seven head of cattle, and four Negroes.
One of the latter was the boy Willcby, who was later com-
plained of at court as a Mpagan slave'1 who threatened God-
fearing citizens and rode neighbors' horses to death.
Charles Jennings has the honor of giving the
earliest evidence of cultural interests in Hampton. His
will drawn up in 1693 mentions "five draughts of ye foure
5
parts of ye world" valued at three pounds Sterling.
But Joan Smyth had a "new guilded Bible". Whether
she could read it or not is problematical. Certainly she
couldn't write; she put her mark to her will, a most in-
genious little autograph, no vulgar X, but a perpendicular
line with three firm little horizontals across it. We're
6
getting along now; her will was made in 1715. It was full
of loving detail, and gives a good picture of a plain, honest
little house of her day. Her lot, by the way, adjoined to
that of the "Widow Bayley", apparently the same Judith
Bayley whose misconduct was to scandalize Hampton a few
years later.
4. Court Records . March 18, 1696/7.
5. Ibid . January, 1692/3.
6. Ibid . July 20, 1715.

First Joan’s bedroom. When she made her mark on
this paper, she was most likely propped up amid the "pillos
and boulsters" of her one featherbed and four post curtained
bedstead. It was her only bed, but like the more well-to-do
Perrins she had hammocks, and likewise the luxury of a
warming pan.
The **appurtenances rt of her kitchen suggest the
briskest industry. She had a spit, a "box iron and heater",
a baker and frying pan, a pair of "iron rocks", whatever they
might be, an iron fork and a brass skillet. And when she
served up her southern fried chicken or her spoon bread fresh
from the blaze in her kitchen chimney, she laid it on pewter
plates. All her eating dishes^ were( pewter, her four dishes
seven plates, one basin, one tankard, three porringers, and
her dozen spoons.
When she was done with cooking and the washing of
pewter plates, she sat down to one of her two spinning wheels
one for flax, one for "wooling", or stepped out to look after
her heifer Hart "now about two years old." Or she could go
over to gossip with the still respectable Widow Bayley, or
her granddaughter Jane Bacchus, or she could just sit at
home and pore over her gilded Bible in its leather case,
though probably, as as been said, she couldn’t read it.
The executors of the John Smith who died in 1723
made an inventory of his estate so detailed as to satisfy
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the most insatiable curiosity. He had been ferryman of the
"lower James", which probably means that he kept the ferry
from the public wharf in Hampton to Sewell's Point, and thus
possessed three craft, a twenty-seven foot shallop valued
at 18 L with her gear and pont, and eighteen and a half foot
horse boat, and a yawl.
He had two beds, one with white calico curtains
and "vales", one with blue stuff curtains. Their sheets were
of brown holland, and one was spread with "one old linnen
coverlid ^urbelowed with silk."
One of the special interests of this inventory is
that Mr. Smith, to judge from one vague reference and the
amazing quantity and miscellaneous nature of his belongings,
kept a store. Thus it is a record not only of his personal
effects, but of furnishings that eventually entered other
county homes. His set of s&oeaakers' tools, 5,000 English
bricks, and six candle moulds and three "Tom Hawks" were
certainly not all for his own private use. Neither were
his forty chairs, a dozen of which were of Turkey leather,
and the rest cane, flag, or just plain "old fashioned", and
also his ten tables. But his pendulum clock must have
been his own, as were probably the silver watch and chain,
the new escritoire and the puzzling article listed as a
silver "ear picker and seal" worth four pounds Sterling.
He must have gone in for the purchase of fragments
7. Court Recorus . February 19, 1723/4
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of old silver and gold, for he had a quantity of it about,
besides a bit of Spanish money, a pair of gold earrings, and
an enamelleu stone ring, Best of ail he had some "women's
apparel", the only style note put on record in the entire
history of Hampton. They were then wearing silk damask gowns
petticoats lined with green poplin, or Venetian satin petti-
coats with silver open lace, black crape gowns, and an un-
explained article called "Tabby jumps". There was also a
magnificent umbrella worth 3 L.
In 1759 the estate of Anthony Tucker demonstrates
that eighteenth century luxuries had been coming into Hamp-
ton. He was a man of substance, being possessed of twenty-
eight Negroes, two mulattoes, and nearly as much livestock
as the patriarch Job. It included twelve cattle, three year-
lings, sixteen cows, one young steer, one bull, six draught
steers, one bay mare, one young stallion, two sorrel mares,
seven old sows, nine pigs. In his house, side by side with
his pewter plates he had the daintier and more new fangled
china ware, one bowl, seven china saucers and five cups#
Obviously two Qups had been broken, and probably someone had
remarked that if the Tuckers had stuck to pewter like people
of sense this wouldn*t have happened. He also had a desk,
and grandest of all a dozen new leather chairs, possibly
the same that John Smith had offered on sale in his store. H
8
owned one book, a large old Bible worth ten shillings.
8. Court Records, Deeds and Wills, 1759
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Thomas Tabb had four mahogany chairs and two mahog-
9
any tables. Westwood Armistead, who obviously had large
orchards, left his heirs the inspiriting legacy of twenty-
five gallons of apple brandy and fifty gallons of peach
10
brandy; likewise one dictionary and twenty-four Negroes.
One most interesting inventory from a cultural
11
standpoint is that of William Parsons in 1760. Apparently
he was the forerunner of that Samuel Parsons who in 1821
amazed the town by willing half of his estate to a mulatto
daughter by a Negro slave. This earlier Parsons was a man
of some means (fourteen slaves) who even in isolated Virginia
managed to keep up with the intellectual life of England.
Thus he had a six volume set of The Spectator . a History of
Marlboro . The Whole Duty of Man . Bayley's Dictionary , and an
assortment of law books, prayer books, Bibles. A later
reference indicated that he also subscribed to the Virginia
11
Gazette. One might also mention for local color, since
his executors did, his two Mwigg boxes.'*
John Tabb had both literary and artistic interests.
In his 4 L bookcase and desk he kept, according to the in-
12
ventory made in 1762 a two volume edition of Josephus, a
seven volume History of England , five volumes of something
indecipherable connected with Turkey, four books of sermons,
a large prayer book, and a bundle of Latin books. There
9* Deeds and Wills
. August 7, 1759.
10. Ibid
, January 1, 1760.
11. Ibid
, July 7, 1767.
12. Ibid
, March 2, 1762.
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was also the Body of Virginia Laws and Mercer’s Abridged , which
he studied when faced with a knotty problem in connection
with his duties as justice. His walls contained a dozen
framed prints, he had a fairly complete set of china dishes,
and such fascinating sundries as a silver hilted swo^rd and
belt worth 3 L and a brass hilted sword worth seven shillings.
The plutocrat of pre-Revolutionary Hampton was
13
Charles Jennings, who in 1765 left an estate valued at
1,388 L, for those days no inconsiderable sum. His far-flung
real estate included 513 acres in Lunenburg County, 400 in
Dinwiddie, 120 in Brunswick, 100 in Prince George, 100 in his
own county of Elizabeth City, and one town lot in Hampton,
It is probably of no importance whatsoever
in 1764 Roe Cowper sold for 100 L to Edward Marshall of Hew
York his Negro boy Jack, his single riding chair with harness
14
and his bay horse Silver Eye; or that Mrs. D. W, Curie’s
15
estate in 1767 included one birdcage, but these also are
documented historic facts.
13. Deeds and Wills . February 5, 1765
14. Ibid
. September 4, 1765.
!5. Ibid
,
July 7, 1767.
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GETTING AROUND
The one reassuring thing about trying to piece
history together is that though the captains and the kings
depart and the records of the tumult and shouting get lost,
the land remains. Hopelessly difficult as it sometimes
seems to arrange a true clear pattern of the old human Hamp-
ton and its county, the level lands and their circumambient
sea are here today, in their general aspects just as the
Colonials and the Kecoughtan Indians knew them. If the
schoolmaster of the eighteenth century Syms school ever
assigned their students as subject for a composition the
theme, '’The Contours of Elizabeth City County", the latter
might have written somewhat as follows: "Our county occupies
the tip of the Peninsula between the blue Chesapeake and
the yellow James, It is deeply indented by the broad
lagoons and marshy inlets of Back River on the north, and
by the lesser but more populous waters of Hampton River on
the south, whose headwaters cut nearly into Back River.
The eastermost tip of the Peninsula is sandy Old Point Com-
fort, an outlook of curious dreamy glamour whence one may
watch the sails come in between the Virginia Capes to enter
the little inland sea at our south called Hampton Roads."
And exactly thus might a rather sentimental inmate of the
present Syms-Eaton School describe this place.
Prom this may be judged the truth of the present
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county clerk’s pet saying that ’’the back country of Hampton
is the salt water.*' The county’s waterways have always
been of prime importance throughout itse history. Tradition
has it that all the larger estates here, as elsewhere in
Colonial Virginia, had their own private wharfs. Neverthe-
less the existence of these waterways did not dispense with
the need for roads. Many lesser planters had no frontage
on the shore. They had to have some means of getting their
produce overland to the tobacco warehouse and public wharf in
Hampton, and of getting themselves to market and to court.
And even the local bigwigs had sometimes to find their way
overland to the adjacent counties of Warwick and York, and to
the capital in Y/illiamsbur-g.
So there were roads of a sort. Pretty terrible
ones, it’s quite plain from the records, and a depressing
contrast to the smooth and pleasant waterways; the royal
governor was denouncing their condition to the disconcerted
1
Elizabeth City County justices back in 1699, but nevertheless
there was a crisscrossing of some species of bridle path
thoroughfare in Colonial Hampton, and they were a story in
themselves.
This story is the more easily traced in that Hamp-
ton, in contrast to many old New England settlements, has
in the main been faithful to her traditional place names.
Thus a court order concerning the clearing of highways in
1. Court Records . January 18, 1698/9
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2
1694 would be fairly intelligible to any old time county
man today* He might be stumped by the "road by John Chandlers
down to ye church", since John Chandler has not figured large
in local annals, but the names of Back River, Fox Hill, "Buck
Row", Strawberry Banks and "ould Poquoson" would be entirely
familiar. To be sure the name "Strawberry Banks" is no
longer in use, but the old timer would hazily remember that
it once applied to the approximate stretch of shore now oc-
cupied by the National Soldiers’ Home.
By act of Assembly in October, 1705, a network of
public roads was prescribed for all Virginia counties. They
were to lead from one county to the next and to Williamsburg,
and within the county to the courthouse, parish church, and to
all public mills and ferries. Also every planter was to main-
tain a good bridle path to his house. The public roads were
to be thirty feet broad (it sounds like a rather improbably
optimistic provision, but the Hampton justices always ordered
them to be that width) to be "well cleared from woods and
bushes and tne roots well grubbed up.” Local surveyors of
the highways were to lay them out and Keep them in repair
by commanding all male laboring tithables to work on them
when necessary.
This law had by no means marked the beginning of
road building in Elizabeth City County. As far back as the
records go it is plain that road building and repairing had
2* Court Records
, September 18, 1694.
3. Hening, Statutes at Lar^e . Ill, 392.
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been looked, on as an obligation that the resident owed his
county over and above his tithes. But whereas the latter
were payable yearly at the county levy in tobacco or in
pence, this contribution was made in labor, the poor man
taking time out from farming to work with his own hands, the
gentleman contributing the labor of his indentured servants
and slaves. In general it was a neighborly affair; the
planter was often held responsible not only for the upkeep
of his own private bridle path, but also for so much of the*
public road as passed by his plantation. To see that he
kept his end up, six surveyors of highways, also called
overseers, were appointed yearly by the justices, each to
keep an eye on road conditions in his own precinct, and to
present in court offenders who failed to do their part.
Their job was no sinecure; they were subject to court order,
cQuld be presented themselves for remissness in the execution
of their duty, and drew no pay, any more than did the humblest
road builder.
One of the most important of the early projects in
highway building was the Sawyers’ Swamp Road, begun in July,
1720 as a result of the petitions in March of '’several
gentle men of the county", among whom was the energetic
4
Henry Irwin. This road, often called "the back road to
Newport News" is especially interesting because, a dirt
road still, it goes by its old name, and runs its ancient
4# Court Records
, March 16, 1719/20
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course through farmlands, peach orchards, tall pine groves
and swamps where the peepers jangle in March, In order to
build it the justices ordered that "every male laboring
tythable person of the county and town meet the overseer
and arrange to work two days each on clearing and making
5
the road,"
Even after its construction labor had to be called
from nearby communities to keep it up. Thus in July, 1734,
the justices divided it into two precincts and ordered that
Captain Armistead’s hands be taken off the "Back Hoad to
Yorktown" to work under Overseer John Skinner on the piece of
road that went from Armistead's mill to the Widow Wilson’s,
and commanded all the hands of the upper Back Road to work
under Overseer Samuel Tomkins on the rest of it up to
6
Finches' Dam,
Occasionally a planter was able to drive a bar-
gain in return for permitting a new road to run through
his land. Thus in 1732, when a group of petitioners headed
by John King appealed for a road "to a convenient landing",
one of the Westwoods agreed to let the road pass through
his property "provided what tythables he has or ever shall
have on the plantation shall be exempted from working on
7
that or any other roads."
In a terrain so interrupted with waterways as
5. Court Records , March 16, 16, 1719/20, July 22, 1720
6. Ibid , July 17, 1734.
7. Ibid
, January August 16, 1732.
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Elizabeth City County, an immediate problem was how to get
the traffic across the creeks and inlets. In January,
1698/9 there is an obscure reference to a "road over the
8
old wading place 1 ' to the town of Hampton , but few inlets
were so shallow as to permit "wading places", and the usual
way of getting across was by ferry.
The most important of these ferries was that from
the town of Hampton to Brooks Point. In order to get to
court, to church, to market, all of the people on the east
shore of the river in the districts of Fox Hill, Buck Roe,
Mill Creek and Old Point Comfort were dependent on this
ferry. Its rates were fixed by the Burgesses in 1702, and
confirmed at the same figure at intervals until the county
was authorized to experiment with a new arrangement in 1764,
These rates were threepence a passage for a man, and six-
pence for a man and horse; and in addition to this com-
pensation the ferryman had special privileges. He was free
of tax paying and other public duties, and at the discretion
of the county court could have a free license to keep an
ordinary at his landing. Ho one else in his district could
carry a passenger for hire unless to a church service. He
was bonded to 20 L and was required to carry certain passen-
9
gers free.
A woman, Rachel Skinner, kept the ferry 1736-1738 an 1
the ordinary that went with it. It is a pity that there is
8. Court ,_£&nor da.. January 18, 1698/9.
9. Hening, Statutes at Large . Ill, 291
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no way of getting acquainted with the vigorous Rachel. But
she wasn’t a success. In 1738 her security, Samuel Sweny,
was complaining to the court that she wasn’t keeping the
10
ferry according to law, which probably, to judge from
other cases, meant that she wasn’t always at hand when needed,
and presently another had her place. In 1756 John P.roby, who
had been ferryman three years, came into court to resign
11
becaus e he couldn’t find boats enough for his passengers.
But by that date dissatisfaction with the ferry
system was becoming acute. It was costing too much for
Box Hill people to come over to St. John’s for communion. So
in 1764 they petitioned the Burgesses to give them free
ferriage, and the Burgesses obliged. Their act provided that
in place of receiving fares the ferryman was to be paid a
12
yearly sum out of the county levy. For some reason this
act was rescinded in 1769, but the rescindal did not affect
13
Hampton. Starting in 1765 the justices proceeded to farm
out the ferry to the lowest bidder, the sums ranging from
25 L to such odd amounts as 12/11/6. And this practice con-
tinued for more than half a century, lasting in fact several
years after the building of the toll bridge across the
river in the third decade of the next century.
At least two long distance ferries were operated
from the public wharf in Hampton. One was from the town
10. Court Records . August 16, 1738.
11. Ibid . December 8, 1756.
12. Hening, Statutes at Large . VIII, 52.
13. Court Records . June 4, 1765.
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across Hampton Hoads to Sewell’s Point. The fare was set in
1705 at three shillings for a man, and six for a man and
14
horse. Another was operated across the Chesapeake to Hungar
River in Northampton County on the Eastern Shore. The fare
was^l745 twenty shillings apiece for a man and a horse if
they were the sole passengers, and if there were others,
15
thirty shillings for man and horse together. Coaches,
chariots, chaises, hogsheads of tobacco, cattle and hogs
were also carried on this ferry, the fare for a hog being
16
in 1748 "one fourth of the ferriage of one horse.*'
References to bridges, some of them impossible
to place, are common, but it is doubtful if any of them
were very impressive pieces of engineering. However, the
bridge over Finches 1 Dam, built in 1760 in collaboration
with York County, connected with the Sawyers’ Swamp Road,
17
and must have filled an important need. The county’s
share in its construction costs was 7 L. A still more
expensive bridge was completed for the county at Mill Dam
18
Creek in 1764 by Henry Allen at a cost of 20 L.
14. Hening, Statutes at Large . Ill, 471.
15. Ibid
, V, 364.
16. Ibid
, VI , 19,
17. Court Records . January 30, 1760.
18. Ibid
, August 7, 1764,

XII
TOWARDS THE REVOLUTION
The yearly levies indicate that town and county
were growing rapidly throughout the Colonial period. The
population was approximately doubled between the years
1722 and 1768. In the former year it was represented by
1 2
667 tithables
;
by 1731 the tithables had jumped to 852 ;
the following decade showed a lesser rate of increase, the
3
tithables numbering 972 in 1741 ; In the next decade there
was a jump in the population followed by a slight decline.
4 5
There were 1125 tithables in 1747 and only 1079 in 1752 •
6
in 1761 they had increased to 1155; and in 1768, the last
levy previous to the Revolution whose record has survived,
7
there were 1196.
No statistics bn births and deaths were kept in
these days, and as has been pointed out before, the levy
totals are only an index to the real population, not a
census. The total was certainly double and possibly as
much as treble these figures. Thus in 1721 there were
inhabitants in Elizabeth City County at the most
conservative estimate, and in 1768 at least 2,396.
A visitor to Hampton in 1716, John Fontaine,
says that it was then a community of 100 houses and the
1. Court Records . January 31, 1721/2.
2. Ibid , December 21, 1731.
3. Ibid . November 25, 1741.
4. Ibid , January 29, 1746/7.
. _.5« Ibid, February 30, 175l/2«—
6. Ibid , February 16, 1761.
7. Ibid
. December 8, 1768.

most active center of commerce in Virginia. "All the men-
of-war lay before this arm of the river, and the inhabitants
8
drive a great trade with New York and Pennsylvania. " But
the records themselves indicate that some of the 100 houses
were empty. In 1715 a rambling, complaining, but very
human letter from Jane Lowry in England to Captain Bosel in
9
Hampton was entered in the court order book. Referring to
some empty houses belonging to her, Mrs. Lowry instructed
the captain, "but if they could be inhabited with good
tenants, I had rather have something coming in than to
have them sold for little or nothing.—And if Mrs. Elkins
be in Hampton, let her live in one of them for nothing till
you can better dispose of them."
It was just at this time that the county was
undertaking the construction of the newcourthouse that
with periodic additions, improvements and repairs was to
serve until the burning of the town by its own embattled
citizens at the outbreak of the Civil War in 1861. Captain
10
William Bosel donated the land for its site and Samuel
Sweny offered to build it for 137 L in pounds Sterling or
11
tobacco. A new prison was built for the county by
Simon Hollier in the same year. The records thereafter
are full of references to the upkeep of the courthouse.
Thomas Howard was cleaning it for 200 pounds of tobacco
8. Lyon G. Tyler, History of Hampton. 31.
9» Court Records . September 15, 1713.
10. Ibid , November 16, 1715, February 21, 1716/7.
H. Ibid, July, 1715.
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a year in 1743
,
but lost his job to Judith Hatton four
13
years later. The sheriff was ordered to attend to the
repair of its “plaistering” in 1750, and also to bolster
up the dignity of the law by “finding one dozen of cloth
quoshings for the justices and a cloth for the judge of
14
this court.” John Almond received a pound Sterling for
15
the wool in said “quoshings” at the subsequent levy.
Three years later the approach to the courthouse had been
beautified by the building of steps by William Randolph,
and the planting of trees and digging of a drainage ditch
16
by Captain Selden.
Getting back to the general appearance of the
town, there is an exasperating reference to the laying off
17
of the public streets thereof in 1729. Exasperating be-
cause though the justices gave the order to the county sur-
veyor, the latter f s report, which would be invaluable in
creating a picture of the old town, is missing. One thing
is certain, however, that King and Queen Street, named in
the days of William and Mary, were then as now the main
streets, with the difference that King Street, which went
down to the public wharf, was then the more important of
the two thoroughfares.
Precautions against fire were taken in 1734 when
12. Court Records . December 22, 1743.
1.3. Ibid , May 6, 1747.
14. Ibid
,
October 2, 1750.
15. Ibid , November 21, 1750.
16. Ibid , March 10, 1753.
17. Ibid
, February 21, 1738/9.
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in compliance with an act of Assembly the justices ordered
18
the sheriff to pull down all the wooden chimneys in town.
Three years later they valiantly tried to suppress one of
the most entertaining bits of town life. "Order’d that the
constable do kill all the hoggs that shall come within the
19
limits of the town from the last of this month." That
the hogs might be further restrained from investigating
King and ^ueen Streets the burgesses in 1742 passed an act,
renewed in 1744 and 1748, empowering the judges to erect as
many pounds as circumstances required for the roundup of
livestock found out of bounds. The county lands were then
described as being "chiefly in pasture", and much was said
of "ill designing people who pull down their fences", meaning
the fences of the law abiding, "lay open their pastures and
2 (
cornfields and turn in their horses and cattle in the night."
A new county wharf was completed by John Bushell
in 1751. His price was 20 L, "to be paid when the court re-
21
ceives the said wharf and not till then." Subsequently he
2:
was allowed 10 L more for "an addition in the form of a tea.
"
There is no direct evidence that this wharf was at the foot
of King Street, but tradition and common sense would have
it so. There the ferry came in from Brooks Point, Norfolk
and Gape Charles, and there also the tenders put in from
ships inbound from the West Indies, England and the North.
18. Court Records . August 21, 1734.
19. Ibid
, March 16, 1736/7.
20. Hening, Statutes at Large . V, 486.
Court Records
, November 21, 1750.
22. Ibid , December 4, 1750.
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The history of this whole period is amazingly placid
for a town that was to become celebrated for plunderings,
pillagings and sackings. There must have been no inconsid-
erable flutter of excitement in 1718, to be sure, when Cap-
tain Henry Maynard came sailing up the river with the head
of the pirate Blackbeard, whom he had captured in Pamlico
23
Sound, H.C. This prize was placed on a pole on that point
of land between Hampton River and Sunset Creek which is to
this day known as Blackbeard* s Point,
There was more excitement in May, 1746, when Vir-
ginia’s quota of troops for the invasion of Cait&a set sail
24
from Hampton. And of course there was the hurricane
three years later, already mentioned in connection with the
tobacco warehouse. According to Tyler this hurricane com-
pletely destroyed the walls of Port George at Old Point
Comfort, and Captain Samuel Barron, ancestor of those Bar-
rons who were to distinguish themselves in the naval en-
gagements of the Revolution and the War of 1812, saved the
barracks only by mustering his garrison and all the weighty
25
articles they could lay hands on on the second floor.
Of high importance to the future of Virginia was
the fact that George Wythe was growing up and beginning to
practice law in Hampton during this period; that the Eliza-
beth County courts trained the young lawyer who was to be-
come the teacher of the great John Marshall is one of
23. Jacob Heffelfinger, Kecoughtan, 24.
24. I^yon G. Tyler, Williamsburg
. 32.
25. Tyler, History of Hampton . 36.
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the county’s proudest distinctions. Born in 1726 on his
father’s plantation "Chesterville" on Back River, he is
said to have been educated by hi3 talented mother after his
94
father’s death, and instructed in lav/ by an uncle in Prince
26
George County, There is a legend that he was a dissi-
pated young man, but inasmuch as he was barely twenty when
he produced his commission to practice in Hampton as attorney
27
i^n 1746 and went forward rapidly on hi3 brilliant career as
justice in the county court and burgess at Williamsburg,
his dissipations cannot have been prolonged. The records
are full of his autographs, since as presiding justice he
frequently signed them, and in 1765 there is a record of
28
the poll that was taken for him as burgess. He received
100 votes against Captain James Wallace’s sixty-nine and
Colonel Wilson Miles Cary’s eighty-one. This poll, according
to Allen D. Jones, demonstrated the county’s approval of his
recent activity in opposing as unseasonable Patrick Henry’s
27
opposition to the Stamp Act. His opposition to Henry,
however, did not involve any opposition to the impending
revolution. He had already drawn up a remonstrance to
the House of Commons which his fellow burgesses had found
too bold to send, and he was presently to become one of
the signers of the Declaration of Independence.
In those days in Williamsburg he had as a pupil
26. Allen D. Jones in Proceedings of the 45rd Annual
Meeting of the yirginija .gtat e Bar Association . 325.
27. Court Records . June 18, 1746.
28 • Deeds and Wills
. August 23, 1765.
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a promising and charming young gentleman from Albermarle
County named Thomas Jefferson, who was to become not only
the author of said declaration, but an architect of vast
influence in early America. We have Captain R. S. Hudgins*
29
word for it that this young architect designed a house
for his **beloved master'* on the Wythe estate on Back River.
Whether Captain Hudgins knew this for authentic fact, or
merely as another bit of popular tradition no longer matters
since the Wythe house survived the ravages of the Civil
War only to be destroyed by fire in more recent years.
29, R. s.^ Hudgins in an undated clipping describing theburning of Hampton in the Civil War in a scrapbook compiledby the late H.R. Booker of Hampton, Va.
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XIII
THE REVOLUTION
The legend that Hampton was completely destroyed
hy the British in the coarse of the Revolution exaggerates
the facts. The town suffered indeed from raids and minor
i
skirmishes and from one organized attack, hut it was never
destroyed for the reason that its people never permitted
the British to stop off long enough to do any great damage.
In fact all sources indicate that town and county gave the
enemy as good and rather better than they got.
From the point of view of general activity and
sheer excitement the Revolution marked the climax in Hamp-
ton's career as a port, and was indeed its last appearance
as one of the chief ports of entry in Virginia. To judge
from the records of Revolutionary veterans half the able-
bodied males of the county seem to have served in the hap-
py-go-lucky Virginia Navy. Certainly the county furnished
a huge number of pilots, boatswains, and general all round
seamen, and such captains as the illustrious Barrons. And
the craft of this navy, the brigs, galleys, frigates and
hastilZy impressed sloops, made Hampton their headquarters
and frequently put in for repairs, supplies, or refuge
from the British men o' war. The French allies later in
the war made temporary use of the courthouse for a hospital,
and throughout the Revolutionary period there was a bustle
of coming and going in the river, a drilling of militia
on pasture lots, and always the thrilling necessity of
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keeping a lookout at Old Point Comfort to spy out the move-
ment of the enemy, from Lord Dunmore to General Cornwallis,
Life was interesting for everyone in the county.
Its political history at this time can® he all too
quickly summarized. Following the general closing of the
Virginia courts in 1774, the government of Elizabeth City
County was put into the hands of a county committee by or-
der of the Continental Association in 1774, The committee-
men were, as elsewhere in Virginia, merely the old justices
under new titles with the added power of suppressing the
1
demonstration of loyalist sentiment. In 1776 the county
was headed back towards the old fashioned court system by
2
way of the "courts of inquiry".
How all this worked out in detail locally is un-
likely ever to be knov/n inasmuch as the county records kept
during the Revolution were among those lost in the Civil
War. And it is for the same reason impossible to gauge the
number of loyalists that lived in the county. Harrell
says that the merchants of Virginia were predominatingly
3
loyalist, and there had been important merchants in
Hampton. It is known that some loyalist property was
sequestered, notably that of Osgood Hanbury, which forty
citizens of Hampton petitioned the House of Delegates in
1778 to be annexed to the town and sold. Eckenrode indi-
1* H. J. Eckenrode, The Revolution in Virginia . 44.
2. Ibid
, 147.
o
. Isaac Samuel Harr p 11 • .
4. Ibid 36.
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’ I-oyalism in Vry-ini, 179.
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dicates that John Lowry, ^Rmber of one of the county f s
oldest families was a Tory when in 1782 he got himself in
5
trouble by suing Colonel Dabney for impressing four cows.
And most depressing of all from the point of view of pat-
riotic fervor is Harrell’s allegation that few in the
county held out when Cornwallis demanded that everyone take
6
the British oath.
On* the other hand the county committee of safety
that formed November 23, 1775, was made up of those local
families who for generations past had been furnishing the
county justices and sheriffs. They were Y/ilson Curie,
chairman, John Tabb, George Wray, John Allen, Miles King,
Augustine Moore, Edward Cooper, Wilson Miles Cary, Westwood
Armistead, George Booker, James Wallace Bayley, John Parsons
Henry King, Jacob Wray, John Jones, John King, Joseph
Cooper, William Mallory, Simon Hollier, John Cery, Mosley
7
Armistead, Robert Bright. And as has already been suggested
the large enrollment in the state navy indicates that
loyalist sentiment was anything but overwhelming.
On September 2, 1775, Hampton had the honor of
opening the Revolution so far a3 Virginia was concerned with
8
the first show of violence in the Colony. It was, to be
sure, a bloodless engagement, and more of an act of God than
a premeditated assault. A storm had forced Captain Mathew
Squier of the British sloop-of-war, the Otter to take refuge
5. H. J. Eckenrode, The Revolution in Virginia . 283.
6. Isaac Samuel Harrell, Loyalism in Virginia
. 54.
7. Lyon G. Tyler, History of Hampton . 39.
*
8. Eckenrode, The Revolution in Virginia GO.
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in the river, and the alert townspeople took advantage of his
predicament hy seizing his guns and burning his tender. Their
excuse for this aggression was the fact that the captain had
been raiding the neighborhood for provender. He and his
crew were unmolested, however; indeed it is said that the
latter were hospitably entertained that night by Major Finn,
9
about to become a revolutionary patriot. Eventually Squier
i was able to get back to the sloop and plan to avenge himself.
He first, however, eight days after this indignity,
i
i
formally demanded of the county committee of safety the re-
turn of his stores. The latter suggested that he first
undertake to return a slave belonging to Henry King and
10
“
promise to stop his plundering. Meanwhile the British cap-
tain had further cause for exasperation in that Richard and
James Barron, together with some young sailors of Hampton,
had been cruising about the Roads in a. pair of pilot boats
giving annoyance to Lord Dunmore's fleet and flying into Hamp-
11
ton when pursued. Just what form this molestation took is
not clear from the records, but what with its connection with
these two young naval aggressors and the repeated ultimatums
and threats of the outraged Captain Squiers, the county
|
began to take measures to protect itself. It blocked the
entrance to Hampton River by sinking five sloops in the
channel, and went to Williamsburg for military protection.
Several hours before the reinforcements could ar-
9. L. G. Tyler, History of Hampton . 40.
10. Ibid , 41.
11. Henry Howe, JHalgrioal Collections of Virginia, 248.
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rive, however, on October 24, Squiers turned into the creek
with six tenders and treated the town to the most exciting
night of its early history. He couldn’t get his ship into
the river because of the sunken 3loops, but he could and
did cannonade the town while he attempted to get ashore with
his tenders. But Hampton vigorously opened fire on the
latter from the protection of her waterfront willows and
fine brick houses with such good effect that Squier was
forced to withdraw and wait until morning before resuming
operations.
It must have been a memorable night in Hampton,
Surely the committee of safety held a consultation at the
courthouse, arid there was an agitated flitting of laterns
through the town, and a thudding of horses’ hooves as town
cousins rode to summon outlying county cousins to the emer-
gency, and a general smell of powder and fire, and an
overhauling of ancient musketry. There was plenty of reason
for anxiety. Ho one had been killed, but several buildings
had been battered by the cannonading, and St. John’s Church
12
and George Cooper’s house had been damaged by fire. Ho
one could tell what the morning would bring.
Fortunately for Hampton morning brought the con-
tingent from Williamsburg. Just before daybreak they came
trotting in on their weary horses, 100 mounted riflemen
from the Culpepper battalion under Colonel William Woodford,
12. L. G. Tyler, History of Hampton . 41.

and Hampton was rescued from the destruction which shortly
thereafter was visited upon Norfolk. There was, to be sure
still much doubt about her salvation, for the dawn which
brought the militia had also revealed that Squiers had
maneuvred his fleet of schooners and sloops into a position
to enfilade; and presently he resumed his bombardment.
Colonel Woodford* s men, strategically distributed in the
waterfront buildings and shelters along the shore, returned
the fire with such coolly gauged precision, however, that
the ships were forced to slip cable and retire. Two of
13
Squiers* men were killed and two woundfcted, whereas not a
Virginian had been killed.
Hampton, in common with other towns along the
Chesapeake, suffered from the raids of the privateers the
next few years, and knew many moments of suspense, but this
engagement of October, 1775, was her last bit of supreme
excitement until the concentration of Cornwallis’ forces in
Virginia in 1781. The intervening years did not lack for
incident, however. On December 2, 1775, people of the
county boarded a British schooner and helped themselves to
14
its supplies. In 1776 and 1777 the House of Delegates
recognized the danger to which the county was exposed first
15
by authorizing the erection of fortifications in Hampton
16
and providing for a lookout to sea, and then by reducing
13. H. J. Eckenrode, The Revolution in Virginia . 60.
14. Ibid . 128.
lb. Hening, Statutes at Large . IX, 192.
1$. Ibid , 294.
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the county’s quota to the militia that its able bodied cit-
17
izenry might attend to the defense of Hampton, In 1780 the
county's quota of the Colony’s 3,000 troops was placed at
ten. Besides the soldiers, it was required to furnish four-
teen outfits consisting of two shirts of linen or cotton,
one pair of overalls, two pairs of stockings, one pair of
18
shoes, one wool, fur or felt hat or leather cap. Thus in-
formally was the Army of Continental Establishment uniformed.
The county militia saw much active duty in 1781,
On March 8 it attacked Lieutenant Colonel Dundas near Big
Bethel in the interior of the county in an attempt to cut
him off from his supply ships at Newport News
,
then a part
19
of Elizabeth City County. In this engagement Colonel
Erancis Mallory, one of the county's most prb ainent citizens,
lost his life. In October it had the pleasure of lending
its slender but spirited assistance to Generals LaFayette
20
and Washington in the capture of Cornwallis at Yorktown.
The social life of Hampton in these later years
of the war must have been much enlivened by the presence of
the French, who had a hospital in town. In November, 1781,
they were using the courthouse for that purpose; the General
Assembly passed a special statute empowering the justices
to meet wherever they found convenient while their court-
21
house was thus occupied. At another and probably later
17. Hening, Statutes at Large. IX, 280.
18. Ibid , X, 338.
19. Jacob Heffelfinger, Kecoughtan . 27.
20. L. G. Tyler, History of Hampton . 43.
21. Hening, Statutes at Large
. X, 495.
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time they were using as hospital a building called the "Pas-
ture House." Here one of Hampton's own veterans, Captain
Stephen Turnbull, died at the close of the war, according to
22
the later testimony of his heirs. The Virginia Navy had
been intermittently active all through this war, and Hamp-
23
ton was its headquarters, Colonel Thomas Whiting of town
being president of the Board of Naval Commissioners. It
was a fleet subject to elastic variations in number. Tyler
says that at one time it numbered as many as seventy vessels,
counting everything, from frigates to barges. In case of
emergency it increased its forces by impressing any craft that
came handy. Thus in 1786 John Lowry, loyalist, was valiantly
making another claim on the Commonwealth, this time for
having impressed his sloop for seven days during the war "at
a time when said sloop was ladden with beer." On this oc-
casion he won his case and was allowed thirty shillings for
24
each day of the impressment.
In 1779 the Navy was reduced by the sale of several
25
ships no longer needed, only six being retained; these
latter included the brig Jefferson, the Liberty , and Patriot .—
on all of which were Hampton seamen. James Burk in 1832 gave
!
an account of his service as gunman on the Patriot . 1777-1780
under the command of that distinguished Hampton seadog,
26
Captain Richard Barron. He reports that the Patriot gen-
22. Court Records . April 26, 1832.
23. Tyler, History of Hamoton . 41.
24. Court Records . July 28, 1786.
25. Hening, Statutes at Large . X, 217.
26. eo.urt Records
. July 28, 1832.
•c.
II
I
Ij
I
erally cruised m the waters of the James and York Rivers
and the Chesapeake Bay, and that it had had several skir-
mishes with the British. Another Hampton man aboard the
Patriot was William Jennings, who left it just before the
capture of Cornwallis to act as pilot on a French ship.
This job eventually brought him to Martinique where he was
discharged with a letter to Count Rochambeau recommending
that he be paid. On his journey home he was captured by
the British, his letter to Rochambeau destroyed, and he
endured four months imprisonment aboard the prison ship
Jersey in Hew York until an English friend got him released.
27
Thereupon he went back to the Patriot
.
It is especially interesting that two of Hampton*
s
naval heroes were the Negroes Joseph Ranger and Ca^esar
Tarrant. The former served the duration of the war as
private aboard the galley Hero , the Dragon , the brig Jeffer-
son . and the Patriot . He was with the Jefferson when it
was blown up at Osborne-on- the- James by the British, and
was taken prisoner with the rest of the Patriot crew
28
shortly before Cornwallis’ surrender,
Caesar Tarrant’s service is not specifically ac-
counted for, aside from the fact that he was a pilot, but
it had so impressed the General Assembly that they passed
a special act in 1789 to give him his liberty from hi 3 owner
29
Mary Tarrant of Elizabeth City County. By this act the
27. Court Records
. August 23, 1832.
28. Ibid
,
October 25, 1832.
29. Henmg, Statutes at Large
. XIII, 102.

Igovernor was directed to purchase the slave's liberty with
money from the lighthouse fund. His case apparently had
not been covered by an earlier act of 1783 which provided for
the emancipation of slaves who had served as substitutes for
their masters on the grounds that they had "contributed
towards the establishment of American liberty and independence"
and "should enjoy the blessings of freedom as a reward for
30
their toils and labour." The loyal service of such slaves
as Ranger and Tarrant (to be sure it is not definitely on
record that the former had ever been a slave) probably was
I
I
an important factor in causing the wave of emancipation in
Elizabeth City County and Virginia generally in the decades
immediately after the war.
Reward for service was made partly by land grants,
a reservation of lands between the Green and Tennessee
Rivers in the Alleghenies being set aside for that purpose
33-
in 1779. The local records make occasional mention of
1
such grants, some of them pretty lavish. Burk of the
26
Patriot reported in 1832 that he had received from Virginia
2,646 2/3 acres; Richard Hill had two allottments of 444-^
32
and 777 3/3 acres respectively. Others were getting pensions,
though the only one specifically mentioned is that of
Captain Thomas Fenney or Finn, disabled in the artillery
33
service, who put in a claim for 50 L yearly in 1787. An<i
34
Act of Assembly in 1792 increased this to 75 L yearly.
30. Hening, Statutes at Large . XIII, 102.
31. Ibid, X, 159.
32. Court Records
, Maaroh July 28, 1853.
33. Ibid
. March 22, 1787.
34. Hening, Statutes .at Large
. XIII, 617.

All in all it may be safely stated that Hampton
played as spirited a part in the actual conduct of the
war as any town in Virginia. The result of so much patriot-
ism, however, was disillusioning. American independence was
achieved at the expense of trade with the West Indies, and
with the loss of that trade came Hampton's eclipse as a port.
Her importance as a commercial center was from that time
to decline as that of Norfolk, across the Roads, increased.
Like Marblehead in Massachusetts she was to become a pleasant
little backwater town. But in this very fact lies the in-
tensely human interest of her later dramatic story; for it
was to be Hampton's fate to demonstrate how an average Am-
erican community could meet and surmount some of the supreme
crises of American history.

XIV
CONCLUSION
The Indian village of Kecoughtan was discovered in
the spring of 1607, and was occupied by the British after the
ousting of the unoffending Kecoughtans in 1610. This settle-
ment, variously known as Kecoughtan, Southampton, and Eliza-
beth City, became the nucleus of the town of Hampton and the
county of Elizabeth City. It was of sufficient importance
to send two burgesses to the first legislative assembly in
Virginia in 1619. Governor John Pott placed its adminis-
tration in the hands of eight county commissioners in 1629,
and in 1634 Elizabeth City County became one of the eight
original shires or counties into which the Colony was then
divided.
In the following year Benjamin Syms made possible
the establishment of the first free school in America by
his substantial bequest to the county. His example was
followed by Dr. Thomas Eaton in 1659 when he willed his land
and slaves to be administered for the support of a charity
school. The Syms and Eaton free schools have had a contin-
uous existence.
The settlement of Hampton became a town by the act
of assembly of 1680, and a port in 1691. In this natural
center of the county were established the warehouses for the
inspection of tobacco, the courthouse, prison, public
wharfs. Politically, however, the town had no separate ex-
istence in this period. As a port it was of considerable

consequence; ships put in the Hampton River from the West
Indies, Hew England, Hew York, and London,
The history of the town and county up until the
Revolution is uneventful, nevertheless the records throw
much light on the development of local institutions in
Colonial Virginia, County government was neighborly and
local, though not democratic; it was in the hands of eight
justices, who in effect appointed their own successors.
These officers, together with the sheriff, handled all
minor civil and criminal court cases, levied the county
taxes, supervised public works, and experimented with
such innovations as free public ferries. The church wardens,
subject to the approval of the justices, supervised public
morals and social welfare. They were active in enforcing
compulsory education, church going, and in combatting
illegitimacy and miscegenation.
One of the most interesting social developments of
the period is the gradual supplanting of white and Indian
indentured servants by Hegro slaves. This process v/as vir-
tually complete by the time of the outbreak of the Revo-
lution. There were also a few free Hegroes in the county,
and it is of significance that the Revolution caused a
little wave of emancipation on the part of local slave
owners, thanks to the loyalty with which Elizabeth City
County Hegro sailors fought for the independence of Vir-

ginia
The county played a lively part in the Revolution.
The very first engagement in Virginia was an attack on Hamp-
ton by British sloops of war in October, 1775. Later the
town became the official headquarters of the Virginia
Navy, and it was here that the French allies established a
hospital shortly before the surrender of Cornwallis. A
minor land engagement was fought in 1781 at Big Bethel,
within the county limits.
With the end of the war, however, and the inter-
ruption of trade with the West Indies, Hampton lost forever
her position as one of the chief ports of Virginia.
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A brief but careful account of Hampton’s most famous citizen.
Meade, Bishop William, Old uhurches. Ministers and families
of Virginia. Philadelphia, Lipp incot ts, 1908.
Consulted. The chief interest of this volume is that
Bishop Meade, writing in 1857, had access to Elizabeth City
County records that have since been lost.
Tyler, Lyon G. Williamsburg . Richmond. Va.
,
Whittert and
Shepperson, 1907.
Consulted.
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